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It is with great appreciation and gratitude that we dedicate these pages to the service and 
loyalty that Susan Whitman, Bill Willey, and Sheryle Langmaid displayed to the Town of 
Lincoln and its residents during their employment. 
Susan Whitman
Town Clerk and Tax Collector 
Throughout her 13 years employed as the Town Clerk, Susan 
maintained complete compliance. She was a very conscientious 
worker who paid attention to details and this was evident during 
her years of employment. Susan oversaw many elections through 
turbulent times that included changes to procedures and systems, 
yet Susan continued to maintain compliance with the current state 
regulations and procedures. 
As the Tax Collector, Susan focused on customer service. This was 
evident through her professionalism and consistent calm demeanor with 
all of her customers. She was an independent official who was able to prioritize her 
duties.  She was trusted by non-residents and residents, because it was well-known 
that she maintained professionalism and confidentiality.   
For many residents, Susan was the primary contact for interaction with the town.  The first 






 William “Bill” Willey 
Public Works Director  
 
 
During his 25 years of employment Bill served as an 
Equipment Operator, Water Operator, Foreman, 
Supervisor, and ultimately, the Public Works Director. He 
was responsible for the vast majority of Lincoln’s 
infrastructure and assets.  Bill did not work in isolation. 
As the Public Works Director he collaborated with many 
department heads, developers, and contractors to benefit 
our town.  He made tough decisions, some that were 
  not always welcomed, but through collaboration and 
determination he was able to accomplish what was in the best long-
term interest of the town.   
 
Bill looked to the future and helped Lincoln plan for the maintenance, replacement, and 
growth of its infrastructure. He managed the majority of the town’s operating and capital 
budgets with the perfect blend of frugality and common sense. Bill assisted in leading the 
town toward a Capital Improvement Plan, which helps to mitigate the financial effects of 
large capital projects while maintaining our assets. Bill’s forethought, oversight, and 























Chief Dispatcher Sheryle Langmaid retired after 
over 15 years with the Lincoln Police Department. 
The Police Department was extremely lucky to have 
her.  This year’s redesign of the dispatch center was 
Sheryle’s project. We hope that she stops by to see 
the fruits of her labor.  The Department wishes to 
congratulate Sheryle on her retirement, and wishes 
her well in sunny Florida! 
You will all be missed. Many thanks to you all. 
Best wishes for many enjoyable years of retirement! 
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Town Officers For the Year Ending 
December 31, 2015
(includes elected & appointed officials & department heads)
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Town Officers For the Year Ending 
December 31, 2015TOWN OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR ENDING 
DECEMBER 31, 2015 
Administrator Assistant/ Health & Welfare Officer 
Jane Leslie & Brook Rose 
Term Expires 2016 
Herbert Gardner, Vice Chair 
Ivan Strickon 
Supervisors of the Checklist 
Carol Riley (Term expires 2016) 
Laurel Kuplin (Term expires 2017) 
Janet Peltier (Term expires 2018) 
Budget Committee 
Jayne Ludwig, Selectmen 's Representative 
Term Expires 2017 
Beverly Hall 
Ed Peterson, Sr. 
Martin Nastasia 
Library Trustees 
Karen Olivier (Term expires 2016) 
Ivan Strickon (appointed Term expires 2016) 
Joseph J. Bujeaud (Term expires 2017) 
Gail W. Tremblay (Term expires 2018) 
Russ Bradshaw (Term expires 2018) 
Cemetery Trustees 
Peter Govoni (Term expires 2016) 
William Conn (Term expires 2017) 
Katrina A. Mack (Term expires 2018) 
Trustee of Trust Funds 
Term Expires 2018 
Lutz Wallem 




Herbert Gardner (appointed Term expires 2016) 
James Spanos (Term expires 2016) 
Lutz N. Wallem (Term expires 2018) 
District 3 Grafton County State Representative 
Edmond Gionet 
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Lincoln Board of Selectmen Annual Report 2015Selectmen Report 2015 
Throughout 2015, your Board of Selectmen (BOS) met in non-public sessions many 
times for the purpose of discussing legal matters of the Town. We dealt with and 
continue to face many legal matters, and have spent ample funds on these various issues. 
For our report this year, we thought it would be productive to summarize the many legal 
issues we tackled.  
Summary of Legal Expenses 2015: 
Utility Assessment Lawsuit. Several utility companies filed a petition with the NH 
Board of Land and Tax Appeals (BLTA) challenging the assessment values of the real 
property. These filings involved Fairpoint, PSNH (now Eversource), and NHEC and 
numerous towns. The litigation began in 2011.  
In 2013, after spending considerable money on this litigation, the BOS questioned 
whether we should continue. As part of this questioning, Town Manager Burbank and 
Selectman O.J. Robinson met directly with NHEC representatives with no lawyers 
present, to listen, learn, and discuss the assessment values. The BOS also met with our 
utility assessor, George Sansoucy. Subsequent to these meetings, we decided to continue 
the legal action and defend our assessed values. Throughout this whole process we have 
combined forces and shared legal counsel and expenses with numerous other towns. 
In July of 2015, the BLTA issued a ruling supporting the town’s assessment values and, 
most importantly, the methodology of arriving at those assessments. This was a huge 
victory for the Town. However, this ruling was appealed and we will be facing further 
legal expense as the case heads to NH Supreme Court.  
The Town spent $32K in 2014 and $17K in 2015 on this issue. However, to put that into 
perspective, this court ruling saved the Town $171,000 in utility abatements in 2015.  
Some NH towns chose to accept the Department of Revenue Administration utility 
assessments and avoided the cost of litigation. Below is a summary showing the 












Lincoln Board of Selectmen (Cont.)
Loon South Mountain Partners (LSMP) Lawsuit:  LSMP filed a lawsuit against the 
Town and former Town Manager Ted Sutton in 2013. The suit claims the Town breached 
its duties and obligations to maintain the levee and, as a result of the lack of maintenance, 
the LSMP property suffered significant damages and prevented LSMP from proceeding 
with their project. The suit also alleges reckless conduct of a public employee. 
The Town is vigorously defending both aspects of this lawsuit. We believe there is little 
to no merit in the complaint. We did receive a settlement offer but did not feel that the 
multi-million dollar settlement was in the best interest of the Town.  
This case is scheduled to go to trial in October 2016. The Town’s insurance company has 
provided a lawyer to defend a small part of the case, which is covered under the Town’s 
policy. However, the Town has had to hire its own lawyer for the bulk of the lawsuit. The 
2015 legal expenses related to this case are $30K. If this goes to full trial, costs could be 
in the hundreds of thousands of dollars, based on estimates from our attorneys. 
Levee: (Formally known as the East Branch River Stabilization Project):  In addition 
to the levee-related LMSP lawsuit, we have incurred legal and engineering expenses to 
further research the facts and history of the levee.  
A summary of our findings and current status: 
In 1960, the Town of Lincoln signed an assurance to the United States of America that 
included an obligation to maintain and operate the levee. This assurance was authorized 
by a vote at the March 8, 1960 Town Meeting and was accompanied by 1960 Operation 
and Maintenance Manual detailing the Town’s responsibilities. 
The Town does not own the land beneath the levee. Part of the 1960 assurance agreement 
required the Town to acquire legal access to the levee area. This was secured through 
easements. 
The fact that the Town does not own the land is irrelevant in the opinion of the US 
Government. We still remain responsible for the levee. 
In 2007, the Town was notified that the levee failed its inspection. The estimate for the 
repair work to keep the levee on the Army Corps of Engineer (ACE) Active List was in 
the range of $750K. The Town chose not to make these repairs. 
Subsequent classification as “Inactive” precluded the Town from ACE participation in 
catastrophic event such as Tropical Storm Irene (TSI). 
After Tropical Storm Irene, the Town hired an engineer to design and estimate the cost to 
repair the levee. After this was complete, NH Dep’t of Environmental Services (DES) 
intervened and notified the Town that they had jurisdiction over the levee as it met the 
State’s definition of a dam structure. They required the Town to include an additional 
300’ of levee that was out of the ACE structure in the repair work. 
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The DES has mandated the Town to repair the levee and has given us a timetable to do 
so. In order to meet their mandate, we must appropriate money at the 2016 Town 
Meeting. If the Town fails to appropriate funds to repair the levee in 2016, the State has 
the right to fine the Town, make repairs to the levee as it sees fit, and bill the Town for all 
expenses.  
Paul Beaudin Lawsuit 
As part of the budget reduction voted upon at the 2015 Town Meeting, the Town made 
some staffing changes that reduced the overall payroll. One of these changes was the 
elimination of the Solid Waste Facility Manager. This was a managerial position 
overseeing only two full-time employees. The duties of this position were taken over by 
the Director of Public Works.  The Selectmen from both Lincoln and Woodstock met to 
discuss this change and all were in agreement with this cost savings. 
Subsequent to this decision, the former Solid Waste Facility Manager filed suit with the 
Town claiming that the elimination of the position was retaliatory and that the non-public 
meeting with the two Boards of Selectmen was illegal, therefore, it was a wrongful 
termination. 
The suit is against both the Towns of Lincoln and Woodstock. 
The Board of Selectmen is confident that we made a wise and prudent decision in 
eliminating this position as part of the budget-cutting process, and there was no sentiment 
of retaliation in our decision. The Town’s insurance company has provided a lawyer to 
defend most of the case. However, one aspect of the case is not covered under the Town’s 
policy, and the Town has had to hire its own lawyer for that particular count. Our 2015 
expenses for this lawsuit have been minimal so far but will likely increase as we continue 
to defend this lawsuit. 
Beechwood Roads 
The saga of the Beechwood I roads and utilities has been ongoing since 1976. Please see 
the separate Summary of this issue. 
The Town recently hired an engineer to evaluate the roads and utilities in Beechwood I 
and design the needed repairs. Loon has agreed to pay for ½ of the estimated $95K in 
engineering costs to design the road and utility renovations. In 2015, we negotiated a 
draft agreement where Loon and the Town each pay half of the cost of the project. The 
intent is to bond the entire project and share the bond payments. The estimate to fix the 
long-standing road, drainage, and utility issues is expected to be in the range of $1.2M. 
Lincoln Board of Selectmen (Cont.)
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Once the project is complete, the Town will be responsible for the road and the 
underlying utilities in perpetuity. The Town has spent $11K in legal fees related to this 
issue. 
Other Issues: 
There were several issues before the Planning Board that required involvement of our 
Town attorney. The most significant were the new cell tower application, the Herb 
Lahout Main St. Site Plan and Expansion Plans, and the compliance hearing for The 
Landing. 
Other issues requiring legal counsel for the Board of Selectmen included: 
• Ice Castle permitting and traffic plan
• Alpine Adventures noise complaint
• Inter-Municipal Agreement for Recreation
• Memorandum of Understanding for the Skateboard Park
• Junkyard violation at Joe Chenard property
• Union grievance hearing and consultation and other employee-related legal issues
The BOS will continue to do what we think is in the best interest of the Town to defend 
and resolve the various ongoing legal issues, along with the new ones that are likely to 
come before us. It is our sincere hope that the funding for the levee will pass at this year’s 
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Summary of Beechwood Roads and Utilities 
 
1. On March 2, 1976, the legislative body of the Town of Lincoln approved Article 
45 at the annual town meeting, which read: 
 
 “To see what action the Town will take in accepting as town roads the roads at 
Loon  Mountain Recreation Area, i.e. Beechwood Acres, so-called.”   
 
2. The minutes of the March 2, 1976 Annual Town Meeting state, in part: 
  
 “The roads in question start at present town roads at the Carroll Reed Shop and 
continue throughout the Beechwood area.  These roads are all paved but the selectmen 
were asked to have the State engineers check the roads for property drainage, etc. before 
actually accepting in writing.” 
 
3. On November 26, 1976, Linwood Development Corporation and Loon Mountain 
Recreation Corporation deeded the roads within Beechwood Acres to the Town of 
Lincoln with Quitclaim Covenants.  This Deed quitclaimed to the Town: 
 
“Any and all right, title and interest which any or all of the said corporation may have in 
and to the following parcels of land … Black Mountain Road, Brookway, East Branch 
Drive, and Beechnut Drive …excepting and reserving for the benefit of the respective 
Grantors, their successors and assigns, the right to maintain, repair, and replace any one 
or more of the following underground facilities which may presently exist within the 
premises hereinbefore described: 
 
 A. Electric power lines 
 B. Telephone lines 
 C. State television lines 
 D. Sewerage disposal pipes and mains 
 E. Water pipes and mains” 
 
4. Said Deed was recorded in the Grafton County Registry of Deeds on December 1, 
1976. 
 
There is no record of having the State engineers check the roads as voted on the Town 
Meeting. 
 
There is no record of the Town taking any action to retract or challenge the deed 
following notice of its recording at Grafton County Registry of Deeds. 
 
5. In the early 1980s, the Town and LMRC apparently shared maintenance 
(including snowplowing) and repair responsibilities, as evidenced by a letter from Philip 
Gravink, President of LMRC, to the Town dated June 3, 1982.  This letter begins by 
Summary of Beechwor  Roads and Utilities
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saying “(t)he purpose of this letter is to inform you of the status of things in the 
Beechwood development area relative to roads, sewers, and water system.” 
 
6. Sept. 28, 1981: Selectman Edmond Gionet moved that letters be sent to 
Beechwood Acres homeowners regarding the conditions of culverts and driveways which 
were effecting Town roads. 
 
7.  August 8 1983: BOS approved motion that “since the Board is unable to find on 
record that the road at Beechwood Acres were accepted in writing, the Selectmen feel 
that Beechwood roads are not Town roads. 
 
8. At a BOS meeting on November 18,1985, Selectman Edmond Gionet stated there 
was no formal acceptance of the Beechwood roads. The other Selectmen present did not 
concur. 
 
9. Jan 13, 1986: Roger Stewart moved that the BOS now express that Beechwood 
Acres roads, so-called, were accepted at the 1976 Town Meeting and that the employees 
of the Town be notified of this action.” Seconded by Jay Bartlett. Majority vote in the 
affirmative with Edmond Gionet voting “nay”. 
 
10. Sept 8, 1993: Town sends letter to Loon “to confirm the Town’s ownership of 
roads located in the Loon Mountain area known as “Beechwood Acres”. The Town 
reached this conclusion after reviewing the information you submitted and interviewing 
individuals having first-hand knowledge of the transaction as it occurred.” 
 
11. On September 23, 1992, LMRC wrote a letter to the Town questioning “who 
should repair the shoulders of the road and maintain the drainage, which is causing 
further damage to shoulders of the road surface and erosion problems to other areas.” 
 
12. On March 3, 1993, LMRC’s attorney wrote a Memo indicating that, in his 
opinion, the Town was responsible for the road surface to a depth of five feet. 
 
13. Samuel Adams, President of LMRC, wrote a letter dated July 6, 1993, to Mr. 
Edward Sokoloff stating, “Loon Realty Corp. owns and will continue to be responsible 
for maintaining the water and sewer systems.”  
 
14. On March 2, 1999, the Board of Selectmen wrote a letter to LMRC confirming an 
agreement for LMRC to “take over all roads at Loon including Beechwood, Black 
Mountain Road and the road from the bridge.  Loon will maintain (plow) the bridge in 
the winter.  The bridge will remain town owned.” 
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15. On October 27, 1999, Rick Kelly, General Manager of LMRC, wrote to the Town 
indicating that LMRC would “assume responsibility for winter maintenance for Black 
Mountain Road from Route 112 up through Beechwood Acres.”   
 
16.   At the November 10, 1999 Planning Board meeting, LMRC (Rick Kelley) said 
that LMRC owns the utilities and they did not want a new lot owner to be hooked up to 
them.   
 
17. On January 11, 2000, the Town wrote a letter to its attorney (Dan Crean) stating, 
“as a result of a recent subdivision at Loon Mountain at Beechwood Acres, there are 
questions as to who owns the road and who is responsible for the maintenance and 
upkeep of the water and sewer lines.” 
 
18. On April 12, 2000, LMRC wrote to the Town and said “As you are aware the 
homeowners association and Loon are still reviewing the responsibility of the drainage 
and utilities in old Beechwood.” 
 
19. On August 1, 2000, the Town wrote to LMRC and inquired about ownership of 
the water and sewer lines under the roads.  The letter stated that “the situation is further 
complicated by the fact that neither the water system nor the sewer system within 
Beechwood I has been registered (or been exempted) by the New Hampshire Public 
Utilities Commission as a water utility or a sewer utility.”  
 
20. On August 15, 2000, LMRC wrote to the Town and disclaimed “any duty of 
obligation to repair, maintain, construct or reconstruct any part of the roadway or its 
subsurface, including any such pipes and conduits…”. 
 
21. Loon’s position is that it has no legal responsibility for the pavement or any of the 
underground utilities in the Beechwood subdivision. The deed from Loon to the Town as 
a result of the town accepting the Beechwood roads, states that Loon has the “right” to 
access those utilities, but nowhere states that it has a duty to do so. Loon needed to retain 
the flexibility to make emergency repairs of these utilities during winter weekend and 
holiday periods and that was the reason for this word choice in the deed. This analysis 
and position is consistent with the letter from Rick Kelly to the Town dated August 1, 
2000, which followed and clarified Loon’s position. 
 
22. Loon recognizes that over the years its’ position has been that it is willing to share 
equally with the town and the Beechwood homeowners in the reasonable cost of 
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maintaining these roads. They are willing to participate in the needed reconstruction 
project if an agreement to avoid litigation can be worked out.  
 
23. The Town of Lincoln and Loon have agreed to cooperate in upgrading the roads 
and utilities in Beechwood. Each will pay for ½ of the estimated $95K in engineering 
costs to design the road and utility renovations. We are working on a draft agreement 
where Loon and the Town each pay half of the cost of the project, up to a total project 
cost of $1.2M. The intent is to bond the entire project and share the bond payments. 
 
24. Once the project is complete, the Town will be responsible for all the roads and 
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ANNUAL REPORT for 2015 
The year 2015 has proven to be a very busy year here at Town Hall.  With the 
unanticipated reduction in the 2015 budget voted in at last year’s town meeting, the 
staff has been working diligently to keep up with the increased workload, even 
with the challenge of reduced hours and personnel. We were able to continue to 
provide exceptional service to residents and visitors to the Town of Lincoln and for 
this reason I am very proud to be able to lead such a great team. I want to take this 
opportunity to thank my entire staff for their hard work and dedication during this 
period. 
Of major note, regarding staff, is the announcement of the retirement of Bill 
Willey, Director of Public Works and Susan Whitman, Town Clerk/ Tax Collector. 
These individuals have served the Town of Lincoln for 26 and 14 years 
respectively.  Their expertise and professionalism will be missed.  As I write this 
article we have been able to fill both vacancies with highly qualified individuals.  
Nate Hadaway has been hired as the Director of Public Works and Johnna Hart the 
Town Clerk/Tax Collector. 
Nate comes to us from the Town of Henniker where he has served as Highway 
Superintendent/Road Agent for the Town of Henniker since 2013.  Prior to 
accepting his employment with the Town of Henniker, Nate worked for 16 years in 
the Town of Bow, rising through the ranks to the position of Highway & Cemetery 
Forman/Grader Operator.  Nate will be relocating to the area with his wife Kate 
and their four children. Nate’s first day of employment was December 7th, 2015.  
Johnna Hart, a resident of Lincoln since 2002, comes to us from a position as 
Office Manager/Bookkeeper with Saber Mountain Partners, LLC, Lincoln NH.  
Johnna lives in Lincoln with her husband Daryl, who is also employed with the 
Town of Lincoln, in the Public Works Department.  Johnna was previously 
employed by the Town of Lincoln from 2002 to 2006 as the Finance/Assessing 
Clerk.  She served as the Budget Committee Secretary as well.  Johnna began her 
new position on November 2nd, 2015. 
As you will see posted elsewhere in this publication we have worked very hard to 
present a 2016 proposed operating budget that shows a very modest increase. 
While we have been dealing with several long standing legal issues, you will see 
that our legal expenses for 2015 were less than predicted.   
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The majority of our legal budget addressed the Utility Assessment Lawsuit, The 
Loon South Mountain Partners Lawsuit, the East Branch Pemigewasset Levee 
reconstruction project, the Paul Beaudin retaliation suit and the Beechwood Roads 
litigation. A more detailed explanation of each of these suits and legal actions can 
be found elsewhere in this year’s Town Report. 
Of note this year is the inclusion in the fire department budget monies to make the 
Fire Chief a full-time position.  Currently Ron Beard acts as your fire chief on a 
part-time basis.  As this town continues to grow, it has become very clear that there 
is a need for the fire chief to be available on a full-time basis, to attend to the 
varied duties that are statutorily placed on this position.  With the addition of 
Riverwalk to the community and the resurgence of property sales in several of the 
already approved developments, the demands on Chief Beard’s time exceeds what 
would normally be expected of a part-time fire chief.   
As I have stated in the past, I am very proud to serve as your Town Manager and 
take the roles and responsibilities very seriously.  Feel free to contact myself or any 
one of the individual department heads with any comments, questions or concerns 
you might have.  All our contact information is listed elsewhere in this publication 
or on the Town of Lincoln website. 
I ask for your continued support and look forward to continuing to serve as your 





Alfred “Butch” Burbank 
Town Manager/Town Planner 
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2015 Annual Report
of the Public Works Department2015 Annual Report  
of the Public Works Department 
Last year began with a cold 23” of snow in January. It was cold enough last winter that the town 
started making snow earlier than usual at the Kanc Rec Ski Area and the new attraction in town, 
the Ice Castle at the Hobo Railroad began to build. With the colder than normal temps, the 
ground froze more quickly which meant the deep frost would likely cause some water lines to 
freeze in late February and March.  
February 1, 2014 brought with it below zero temps, high winds, and a 1 ½ water line break on 
Main Sreet.at 2:00 a.m. It took the crew a considerable amount of time to get the water shut off 
because the valve boxes were frozen which resulted in a lot of water lost from our storage tanks.  
February also had 38” of snow and a few ice storms.  The storms did impact the sand and salt 
budget quite a bit. The total snowfall for the season was 70”. 
By early March water lines were repeatedly freezing.  We had a warming machine working to 
thaw out house services and still we had a 2” copper water line freeze at the water plant. The 
public works crew worked hard to lay temporary water lines throughout the town. Some of the 
lines never thawed out until late April. 
We started the usual spring clean-up in April and May, sweeping of streets, catch basins 
cleaning, line painting, winter burials, and fertilizing ball fields and other properties. There were 
some changes made town wide because of budget cuts. One of the biggest changes was that the 
oversight of the transfer station became the responsibility of the Public Works Department. This 
did allow both crews more flexibility than before and the transfer station crew has adjusted and 
has done a great job to keep the facility running smoothly and efficiently.  
In June we started planning for the water plant upgrade (adding a third filter) and the Loon Pond 
Dam rehab project. In July and August we did some drainage work on the west end of Pollard 
Road. We overlaid Boyle, Bourassa, Franklin, and part of Lebrecque Street.  In September and 
October we did some crack sealing on East Spur Road, Church and School streets, West Pollard 
Road, Mansion Hill, and Bern Dibner Road. New Hampshire Electric Co-Op installed new poles 
and power lines to our Cold Springs well pump station. We relocated a pump station from the 
water plant to a more efficient location at the South Peak development installing a larger pump 
and increasing the output.  Additionally, the crew rebuilt four other pumps that were over twenty 
years old. The water plant third filter was completed and provides the town an extra .5 million 
gallons per day. 
In November and December, the crew prepares for the winter time work. Equipment and plows 
are checked over and repaired.  
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Public Works Department (Cont.)
 
This town has grown considerably in the last twenty six years that I have worked here. With the 
approaching Town Meeting, the final words of wisdom that I would like to offer are that in my 
experience as a Public Works Director, the town manager form of government really benefits the 
community both in the smooth operation of town government as well as the most efficient use of 
taxpayer dollars.  I have worked under many forms of government including a select board, town 
engineer/planner, and a town manager. It has been my experience that the most productive and 
efficient form of administration has been the town manager form of government. 
This will be my last annual report for the Town of Lincoln. I will be retiring from full time 
employment and I have really enjoyed working for the people of Lincoln, the great staff within 
the department as well as the rest of the town employees. There are many incredible and giving 
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Planning and Zo ing Department 




The number of Planning Board applications increased in 2015.  Overall, the Planning Department dealt 
with or issued permits for the following: 
 
2014 2015  
13 27 Complaints (not including sign complaints) 
19 17 Conceptual Presentations 
5 0 Demolition Permits 
14 18 Inquiries requiring significant research 
7 10 Requests for Land Use Compliance Certificates 
53 49 Land Use Permit Applications Granted/Withdrawn/Denied/Referred to ZBA 
24 22 Sign Permits 
14 14 Site Plan Review Applications Submitted 
6 3 Special Event Permits 
8 0 Subdivisions 
0 1 Transient Vendor Permits 
3 1 Voluntary Lot Mergers 
4 2 Written Zoning Opinions 
6 9 Sign Complaints resulting in letters of violation 
 
The Town made changes to its land use regulations including the Land Use Planning Ordinance, the Site 
Plan Review Regulations and the Subdivision Regulations at the Annual Town Meeting in March of 2015, 
most notably: 
Stormwater Management Ordinance 
The Town adopted the Stormwater Management Ordinance, the principal goal being that development 
shall have no negative impact on water quality or runoff or groundwater recharge and nonpoint source 
pollution associated with new development and redevelopment.  Any project that disturbs greater than 
15,000 square feet in all zoning districts must submit a Stormwater Management Plan to help meet 
this goal to have no negative impact to water quality post development from pre-development 
conditions.  The Site Plan Review Regulations, the Subdivision Regulations and the Land Use Plan 
Ordinance also were amended to cross reference the adoption of the Stormwater Management 
Ordinance. 
Land Use Plan Ordinance 
A. Parking:  The Planning Board voted to reduce the required size of a parking space from two 
hundred (200) square feet to one hundred seventy (170) square feet. 
 
B. Retaining Walls:  The Town voted to support the Planning Board concerns about the safety 
issues associated with retaining walls that are being built as part of the development of lands.  
The Town voted to adopt a change to make it clear that a retaining wall that exceeds four (4) feet 
in height is required to comply with the NH State Building Code and needs to be designed by a 
NH licensed structural engineer.  The town will need a set of engineered stamped “as built” plans 
of the walls and the engineer shall certify that the walls have been constructed in accord with the 
State Building Code and the plans submitted in order to receive a Land Use Compliance 
Certificate. 
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C. Telecommunications Towers:  Based on its recent experience with a telecommunications tower 
company, the Planning Board recommended and the Town voted to change the following: 
a. The section that pertains to the size of storage buildings and parking areas supporting the 
telecommunications tower by increasing the size not to exceed three hundred (300) 
square feet (versus 100 square feet) with parking area not to exceed five hundred (500) 
square feet (versus 200 square feet) but then removing the more generous section that 
says:  “Any other structure or large parking area is permitted only as allowed by 
otherwise applicable provisions of this ordinance.” 
 
D. Land Use Schedule Dimensional Chart.  The Town voted to revise the layout of the chart to 
make it more readable. 
 
E. District Re-Zoning Changes:  The Town voted to amend Article VI (District and District 
Regulations) Section A (Districts) to rezone three lots From General Residential (GR) District to 
General Use (GU) District.  These three lots are adjacent to General Use (GU) Land and are 
isolated and across Interstate 93 from the rest of the General Residential (GR) Land: 
a. Tax Map 110, Lot 007 (40 Towle Road) 
b. Tax Map 110, Lot 014 (#LO Connector Road) 
c. Tax Map 110, Lot 015 (177 Connector Road) 
 
F. Signs:  In 2014 the Town received many complaints about the proliferation of unpermitted banner 
signs, feather signs, portable sandwich board signs, and merchandise signs considered by many to 
be unsightly.  The Planning Board received input from the business community and residents 
about these signs and consequently the Town adopted a number of changes to the sign section of 
the Land Use Plan Ordinance: 
a. Prohibited signs – removed inflatable signs from the prohibited signs list and put it in 
with temporary signs. 
b. Non-Conforming signs – set a deadline for bringing all signs into compliance with the 
sign section of the ordinance by January 1, 2017, or seek a special exception from the 
ZBA. 
c. Portable Signs – removed from maximum number of signs list 
d. Materials – add a “quality” requirement 
e. Banners – removed as an allowed “permanent” sign and are now allowed only as part of 
the signage allowed for temporary events 
f. Directional Signs – free standing or wall signs are allowed in all zones – no longer 
excluded from resort properties in the General Use (GU) zone. 
g. Directional signs for Tourist Attractions – restrictions are now the same as for Resort 
Property in the GU Zone. 
h. Electronic Message Boards – allowing Light Emitting Diodes (LED) signs for static 
displays to allow for gas prices, movie titles or similar information to be displayed. 
i. Informational Signs – the height restrictions within resorts and tourist attractions shall 
not apply. 
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j. Internally Illuminated Signs – one sign is now allowed per business in the Village
Center (VC) Zone.
k. Off Premise Signs – Prohibited except:
i. Businesses located where an onsite sign would not be visible from main roads are
allowed one off-premise sign by special exception with the ZBA determining
whether business is not visible form main roads.
ii. Tourist attractions allowed one off-premise sign by Special Exception from ZBA.
iii. By Special Exception from ZBA per Article VIII.
l. Portable Signs – also known as “sandwich board signs” placed not to obstruct, close
enough to business to make sense as determined by Planning Board.
m. Wall Lettering/Wall Graphics – reduced allowable size from 20% to 10% of wall area
not to exceed 150 square feet (versus 300 square feet)
n. Wall Sign – reduced allowable size from 20% to 10% of wall area not to exceed 150
square feet (versus 300 square feet), reduced allowable sign sizes.
o. Ancillary Signs – (Defined as drive-through menus, directories, signs that identify
doorways, entrances, prohibitions) added a new section allowing these signs without a
permit and not counting these signs towards the total number of signs allowed by a
business
a. Temporary Signs – added a new section to include Banners, Feather Flags and
Inflatables.  Allowing Temporary Signs in the form of banners, feather flags and
inflatables for a period of thirty days at a time depicting a specific event or purpose and
shall be allowed only be used four times per year for any one business.
The Planning Board welcomed Ron Beard as a new alternate member.
The Planning Board members and their meeting attendance for 2015 are as follows*:
*An excused absence is not considered an absence.
Members 21 Total Meetings Attended
Jim Spanos Chair 21
Pat Romprey Vice-Chair 5
OJ Robinson Selectmen’s Representative 18
John Hettinger Member/Clerk 19
Paula Strickon Member 13
Norman Belanger Alternate 7
Callum Grant Alternate 11
Ron Beard Alternate 17
Taylor Beaudin Alternate 10
Staff
Butch Burbank Town Manager 17
Carole Bont Planning & Zoning Admin. 20
Wendy Tanner Assistant & Recorder 21
Brook Rose Administrative Assistant 1
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Zoning Board of Adjustment 
 
This year the ZBA heard one case. 
 
 1 Variance 
 
In 2015, the ZBA had two (2) scheduled meetings.  They handled one (1) case.  The Zoning Board’s 
meeting attendance* for the year was as follows: 
*An excused absence is not considered an absence. 
 
Members: Paul Beaudin Chair 2 of 2 meetings 
 Don Landry Vice-Chair/Clerk Member 2 of 2 meetings 
 Patricia McTeague Selectmen's Rep. 2 of 2 meetings 
 Jon Ham Member 2 of 2 meetings 
 James Martin, II Member 2 of 2 meetings 
Staff: Carole Bont Planning & Zoning Administrator 2 of 2 meetings 
 Wendy Tanner Recorder 2 of 2 meetings 
 Butch Burbank Town Manager/Town Planner 2 of 2 meetings 
 
Capital Improvements Program Committee 
 
As in previous years the Capital Improvement Program was implemented to assist the Budget Committee 
and the Board of Selectmen in their annual budget preparation, as well as to assist with determining the 
best use of Impact Fee revenue.  Capital Improvements are defined as capital expenditures totaling more 
than $15,000, but may also include items that are less than that to ensure ongoing maintenance is 
performed on an annual basis.  The 2015 CIPC consisted of John Hettinger, Chairman and representing 
the Planning Board, Board of Selectman Representative OJ Robinson, Budget Committee member Cindy 
Lloyd and Town Manager Alfred “Butch” Burbank.  Also present at all meetings were:  Finance Director 
Helen Jones and Planning and Zoning Administrator Carole Bont.  Various Department Heads also 
attended to present their CIP requests.  The CIPC had eight (8) working sessions between July 28th and 
October 20th.  The CIPC also met with the Planning Board two (2) times, the last time being October 28th 
when the Planning Board held its Public Hearing and voted to adopt the CIP for 2016. 
 
The CIPC continued to improve the format and organization of the spreadsheet by department.   Capital 
Reserve account numbers were added to the respective listed Projects/departments in order to facilitate 
compilation by the CIP Spreadsheets as well as review by the Budget Committee. 
 
The CIPC decided to remove the column from the spreadsheet that displayed the relative priority of the 
respective projects, (e.g., A – D), because more pertinent information regarding the priority given to each 
project may be ascertained by studying the details provided collectively in the “Completed Last/Next” 
column, the “CRF Balance” column and “FY 2015 – FY 2021” columns.  There is enough definition in 
the column which states both the year (when the item was last purchased or the project was last 
completed) and the year when the project or purchase is going to be purchased or completed in the future 
that the CIPC felt the priority column just complicated things and decided to remove it. 
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The CIPC also spent considerable time coordinating with the respective department heads, as well as 
revising and enhancing the “Project Summary (Numerical) Listing.”  Three projects were recommended 
for potential funding via bonding: 
 
(1) Project #12 – Current bonding of Replacement of the  River Intake Gallery 
(2) Project #71 – West Street Reconstruction 
(3) Project #74 – Repair East Branch Pemigewasset River Levee. 
 
These three major projects have been split out and shown separately on page 31 in the CIPC Report for 
2016.  The total dollars budgeted for FY 2016 is $1,354,900 (which includes the estimated service debt 
for the major projects recommended for bonding).  This represents an increase of $44,500 or 3.4% over 
the amount of $1,310,400 the CIP Committee budgeted last year for FY 2015.  If you remove the bond 
payments from the CIP the total is lower than last year.  This increase results primarily from addressing 
the future funding requirement of several large projects by building respective cash reserves thereby 
avoiding the need for bonding where deemed feasible. 
 
Master Plan Update 2015-2016 
 
The Planning Board hired Karen Fitzgerald the owner of FitzDesign to assist them with updating the 
Town’s Master Plan. 
 
The Planning Board created and mailed out 2,818 surveys to all property owners right after the first issue 
of the property tax bills were mailed out.  Of those surveys, 700 were returned.  In addition, the Planning 
Board had four sites in town (Community Center, Library, Town Offices and Linwood High School) 
where people could pick up and drop off surveys if they were residents, but not property owners who had 
not received a survey in the mail.  Approximately 55 of those were returned.  Residents were also able to 
fill out surveys electronically on line using Survey Monkey through the Town Website.  One hundred 
seventy-five (175) on line surveys were completed.  An astounding total of 930 surveys were returned and 
counted.  An additional 17 surveys came in after the cutoff date and were too late to be included in the 
count.  Ms. Fitzgerald did outreach with the juniors and seniors at Linwood High School.  We also held an 
open forum, but only a couple of people attended.  The results of the survey are on line on the town’s 
website.  The survey results were tallied using Survey Monkey.  The results make for interesting reading. 
http://www.lincolnnh.org/sites/lincolnnh/files/u141/2015-08-12_final_survey_charts_-_summary.pdf 
 
The Master Plan is the principal document Planning Boards use to assist them in their decision making.  
Lincoln last revised their Master Plan in 2003.  The Planning Board’s goal for 2015 was to substantially 
complete the Master Plan revision.  The Planning Board is still working on that document at the time of 




In 2012, the Board of Selectmen voted to designate the Route 3 Corridor and the Industrial Park in 
Lincoln an Economic Revitalization Zone (ER-Z).  The New Hampshire Department of Resources and 
Economic Development approved an Economic Revitalization Zone tax credit for businesses along the 
Route 3 Corridor and in the Industrial Park in Lincoln.  The credit is applied towards the Business Profit 
Tax and the Business Enterprise Tax.  An ER-Z will award credits to the Business Profits Tax and  
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Business Enterprise Tax while not impacting property tax revenue in any way.  The Economic 
Revitalization Zone (ER-Z) tax credit may be awarded to qualifying businesses who invest in new  
buildings, machinery, or equipment that amount to 50% or more of the existing market value of the 
facility.  New businesses may also qualify if the investment amounts to 20% or more of the existing 
market value.  Businesses may be credited up to $40,000/year or $200,000/5years. 
 
The purpose of the ER-Z tax credit is to give businesses along Route 3 the extra incentive needed to build 
and expand, revitalizing Route 3 by bringing additional employment to our town and broadening our 
commercial tax base.  ER-Zs are administered exclusively by the state and have no impact on local 
property tax revenue.  Business owners are responsible for applying for the credit if they think they 
qualify.  The ER-Z application is available through a link on the town website or in the Lincoln Town 
Offices.  The first lot in the Industrial Park sold and a land use permit was issued in 2012. 
 
Upcoming 2016 Activity 
 
The Planning Board will finish the Master Plan Update of 2015 in early 2016.  Follow our website for 
updates.  If you have any questions or require assistance with issues related to planning and/or zoning, 
please do not hesitate to contact the Planning and Zoning Department.  We look forward to assisting you 
in your endeavors this year. 
 
 
 Respectfully submitted, 




 Carole Bont 
 Planning & Zoning Administrator 
Planning and Zoning Department (Cont.)
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The year 2015 was a difficult year for the Police Department.  The reduction in funding at the 
last minute (Town Meeting) resulted in the department having to cut back on a number of our 
community policing programs, as well as reducing patrol hours.  For over six months, the 
department was reduced by one dispatcher position, and as a result officers were at times taken 
off of the street to help cover dispatch.  Our administrative assistant was also assigned to 
dispatch duties, causing a backlog in paperwork and required government reporting.  It was 
stressful on a number of employees to maintain the quality and quantity of work we have put out 
in the past.  Despite all of this, department employees rose to the task at hand and succeeded in 
a job well done.   
We look forward to the future and hope to implement a number of programs that were slated for 
2015 and were postponed due to budget cuts.  On a positive note, the dispatch center was 
completely rehabilitated during 2015 and can now handle the requirements of a modern 
dispatch center.  Dispatchers now have the computer access they need for our radio system and 
the Federal NCIC system and can more efficiently monitor our local agencies.  
During the year, our Chief Dispatcher Sheryle Langmaid retired after over 15 years with the 
Lincoln Police Department. We were extremely lucky to have her.  The redesign of the dispatch 
center was Sheryle’s project. We hope that she stops by to see the fruits of her labor as the 
system was not installed until after her retirement.  The Department wishes to congratulate 
Sheryle on her retirement and wishes her well in sunny Florida! 
Dispatcher J.J. Bujeaud was recently promoted to the position of Dispatch Supervisor and 
brings a great deal of experience to the position.   
This year, within the Emergency Management Department, we focused our efforts on planning 
for future activities.   A federal grant was obtained to update the Town’s Hazard Mitigation Plan 
for the next five years.  This was a combined effort of several town departments.  A grant was 
also written to update the Lincoln Emergency Management plan in the year 2016. While our old 
plan is operationally sufficient, it needs to be updated every five years to comply with federal 
regulations.  The fire, police, and ambulance services have also planned a mock emergency 
exercise scheduled for 2016.  This will be the first collaborative exercise between departments in 
over 10 years.  The department has improved our emergency notification capabilities to ensure 
that all residents who have provided their contact information to the Department continue to 
receive emergency alerts.  
For questions or more information about Emergency Management or the Police Department, 
please feel free to give us a call.  Stay up to date on our activities at www.lincolnnhpd.org  or 
check in on social media (Facebook/Twitter). 
Respectfully submitted, 
Theodore P. Smith 
Chief of Police 




Lincoln Fire epartment 
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This has been a very busy year for the Lincoln Fire Department. We responded to 189 calls for 
service. I am very proud of our team’s dedication. Their genuine desire to serve and protect the 
lives and property in the Town of Lincoln, as well as their continued offering of mutual aid to 
surrounding towns is commendable.  
We have really stepped up our training this past year by hosting a “Mayday-Mayday” training 
event, which was conducted by a nationally recognized training organization. This training event 
provided hands-on education and instruction for properly executing the rescue of a firefighter. 
One week after this training, two of the officers voluntarily put together an “RIT Team” (Rapid 
Intervention Team) and have continued on with additional trainings. We also utilized two free 
training aids from the Fire Academy. One firefighter completed his Firefighter Level I training, 
and another member completed his Firefighter level II training. Three of our members went on to 
the Fire Academy and have completed Pumps Training. An additional three members were 
added to our growing team and many other applicants have expressed an interest in joining the 
department. 
Looking forward, we are anticipating new challenges as our town continues to expand and grow, 
and will be focusing our future trainings on preparing for potential emergency situations, as well 
as providing the best level of life safety support. 
AS A REMINDER, please change your smoke and CO detector batteries, as well as check the 
date of manufacturing of the detector. If it is more than ten (10) years old, you should replace it. 
In closing, I would like to thank the residents and businesses in the Town of Lincoln for the 
support you have shown the Lincoln Fire Department. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Ronald Beard  
Lincoln Fire Chief 
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The Welfare Department assists Lincoln residents unable to provide for their own documented shelter, food, 
medication, utility, or other emergency needs. It provides assistance to qualified individuals, and promotes 
independence through guidance and referrals. In addition, the Department actively participates in local social 
service networks. 
The Town provides emergency general assistance to individuals and families who “are poor and unable to
support themselves” (NH RSA:165). By law, any Lincoln resident expressing a need for help may file an
application for assistance. 
In Fiscal Year 2015, the Welfare Department took applications on one or more occasions from 67 individuals 
and families, 11 of whom were filing for assistance for the first time. This year presented many challenges to 
Grafton County’s municipal welfare departments in light of Tri-County Community Action Program closing its
doors to five of its eight walk-in offices, in an effort to save administrative costs. Tri-County CAP is a social 
service agency that provides heating fuel assistance and other funding for North Country residents. This closing 
inadvertently affected our residents who rely on this very vital service to assist with their heating expenses over 
the course of our long winter months. As a result of these closures, I chose to take on the task of reaching out to 
our elderly, disabled, and lower income households in an effort to assist with stream lining the application 
process for fuel assistance so that no one fell through the cracks. Many residents do not have the means to travel 
to the Plymouth office (the only office that is now serving the entire Grafton County population), nor 
understand, or have the capacity for the extensive amount of paperwork required. As a result of this effort, 35 
Lincoln households received fuel assistance relief, as well as enrolled in NHEC Electrical Assistance Program.   
The FY15 total General Assistance expenditure was $1687.54, almost $7,766. below FY2014. Welfare 
recipients may be required to apply for other programs, make specific payments with their income, work for the 
Town as reimbursement, and/or document an active job search.  While most welfare recipients are unable to do 
so, the law requires them to make reimbursements for town assistance when they are financially able to do so. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jane A. Leslie 
Welfare Director  
Town of Lincoln 
Welfare Expenditures 
FY14 FY15 * % Left
Food $338.10 $114.30  92.38 
Shelter  $7173.35 $1365.00 94.07
Utilities $1281.05 $0.00 100 
Fuel Assistance  $660.65 $208.24  93.06 
Welfare Direct   $9,454.00 $1687.54  94.47 
Assistance 
Balance Remaining $21046.85 $2812.46 
Percentage Left    69.11%     94.47% 
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The past year and a half has been very productive for the cemetery trustees. In the spring of 
2014, Gene Lehouillier was hired on as the cemetery caretaker when John Lynch retired after many 
years of dedicated service. Gene had big shoes to fill, and he quickly did so with an almost seamless 
transition. He has done a wonderful job of keeping the lawns finely manicured, the areas around 
headstones neat and tidy, and the grounds as a whole looking pristine. In the fall, Gene worked to thin 
the brush around the perimeter of the cemetery in the heavily overgrown areas. 
In late 2014, a pressure washer was purchased to clean headstones. Prior to this, the cleaning 
was always contracted out. Moving forward, this yearly expense will be spared, as Gene will be able to 
clean the stones himself. As of November 1, 2015, 160 stones at the Riverside Cemetery and 4 at the 
Hanson Farm cemetery had been cleaned. For 2016, the goal is to clean just as many, if not more. 
Between May and November 2015, the cemetery saw a total of nine full burials, and six 
cremation/urn burials. The trustees have been working to update and clarify the rules and regulations 
of the cemetery. This has been done to continue to keep the Riverside Cemetery the beautiful, 
organized, and peaceful place that it is. If you should have any questions on the updates, we encourage 
you to stop by the town clerk's office for a copy. ,, 
In closing, if you have not had the chance to visit the Riverside Cemetery, we hope you will take 
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Program Highlights 
The Lincoln Woodstock Recreation Department strives to offer many diverse program choices to 
meet a broad range of ages and interests.  This year we brought our Senior Citizens on trips to:  
Hart’s Turkey Farm, the Fryeburg Fair, and Holiday Shopping in Salem; Youth programming 
including the After School Program, Middle and High School Open Gyms, Youth Swim Lessons, 
Lego Club, a Track & Field program, T-ball, Softball, Baseball, Adventure Camp, Kanc Kamp, a 
Fishing Derby, Challenger Soccer Camp, Golf Lessons, Youth Basketball, Kanc Pre-Ski Lessons, 
Kanc Carvers Learn-2 -Turn Ski Lessons, Kanc Carvers Learn-2-Race Lessons, February School 
Vacation Week daily events at the Kanc Ski Area, Freestyle lessons, Fall Youth Soccer, Softball 
Pitching, Family Open Gym program, Indoor Soccer; Adult programming including the Adult Coed 
Pickup Basketball,  Adult Coed Softball, and Adult Coed Soccer; and events for all ages including 
the Annual Memorial Golf Tournament, the Just For Kids Holiday Shopping event, the Memorial 
Day Yard Sale, and the Kanc-a-thon. 
1st Annual Community Fest Event:  2013 was 250th Anniversary for the Town of Woodstock, and 
2014 was the 250th Anniversary for the Town of Lincoln.  Both were celebrated with many days of 
community wide events.  During these events we repeatedly heard people saying things like “this is 
great”, “this is so much fun”, and “we need to do this more often”.  We decided that we should not 
have to wait another 50 years to celebrate our community.  In 2015 we held the 1st annual Community 
Fest Event, as an attempt to pull together the best of each 250th event into a 3-day celebration.  These 
included: a community movie night,  Friends of the Lincoln Library’s annual book and bake sale event, 
the Lin-Wood Friends of Recreation’s Annual Memorial Golf Tournament, a band in the Woodstock 
gazebo with a block party and an ice cream social, a 5k, a community pancake breakfast, and a 
community softball game. What a celebration it was!  Thank you to all who sponsored events, hosted 
events, volunteered and attended this new annual event.  Your contribution was greatly appreciated! 
New for 2015 
                Father Roger Bilodeau Community Center Building – The Community Center’s Child 
Care entrance walkway was re-built and re-paved. The section of the building that had cement board 
with peeling paint was re-sided, water damaged boards were replaced, and a new door was installed 
for access to the playground. The shed behind the playground was demolished and removed.  The 
community garden held a 2nd annual community build day in the spring, and this year also worked 
with Rotary to build a new sign to dedicate the community garden in John Riley’s name.  The John 
L. Riley Community Garden had a very successful 2nd year of planting.  This year they celebrated the 
end of the planting season with a fall harvest party dinner.                 The Kanc Recreation Ski & 
Recreation Area – The “Kanc” improvements for this year included: a new woodchip fall surfacing, 
and replacement of the timbers around the surfacing area for the playground; the Kanc building 




received a new roof; the basketball court received a new backboard to replace the broken backboard; 
all of the old signage was replaced with one main new sign as well as seasonal sign panels; and the 
snow machine received a new windshield. 
 Lincoln-Woodstock Community Ball Field – The field was hydro seeded and fertilized this 
year.   
                Lin-Wood Food Pantry – The Community members and businesses generously supported 
the Lin-Wood Food Pantry in 2015!  Some of our more generous donors were:  Pemi Valley Church, 
White Mountain Bagel, Hobo Railroad, Price Chopper, The Parrot Head Club, The Whale’s Tale, 
Cub Scouts, Daisy Scouts, The Chamber of Commerce Dinner, Coolidge Home Owners Association, 
Rotary Club, Planet Aid, Citizen’s Bank, Inn Seasons Resort,                Lin-Wood Public School, and 
many other local businesses and residents that donate to the Food Pantry throughout the year! 
Lincoln-Woodstock Friends of Recreation – 2015 officers: President- Danielle Avery; Vice-
President,-Melissa Sabourn; Treasurer – Tammy Ham; Secretary – Jill Boyle. This group coordinates 
and staffs many fundraising and non-fundraising events throughout the year. Fundraising events 
include: the Memorial Day Yard Sale, and the Kanc-a-thon. The non-fundraising “community pride” 
events include: Memorial Golf Tournament, and the Just for Kids Holiday Shopping event. Each 
event benefits the Lincoln-Woodstock community.  If you are interested in becoming involved with 
the Friends of Recreation, check out their website at: 
http://lincolnwoodstockfriendsofrec.weebly.com/. 
If you would like to find out more about the Lincoln-Woodstock Recreation Department please visit 
http://www.lincolnnh.org/recreation or http://lincolnwoodstockfriendsofrec.weebly.com/ and LIKE 
US on FACEBOOK http://www.facebook.com/pages/Lincoln-Woodstock-Recreation-Department  
or for current updates on fun activities going on right here in town email 
communitycenter@lincolnnh.org to get on our email list. 
Special Thanks 
LWRD has been described as a great value to the community. Our department is able to provide so 
much at such a low cost due in large part to the commitment from our Friends of Recreation 
committee, our numerous dedicated volunteers, community organizations and businesses who 
support us financially as well with many hours of volunteerism. On behalf of the Lincoln-Woodstock 
Recreation Department and the Towns of Lincoln and Woodstock we sincerely thank all of you for 
your commitment to recreation and our community. Lincoln-Woodstock is a better place because of 
it! 
Respectfully Submitted,               
Tara Tower, CPRP           
LWRD Recreation Director 
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 Recreation Vision Statement – To provide a full spectrum of community-driven recreation 
activities for all ages through the provision of recreation services. Together with the Lincoln-
Woodstock Friends of Recreation and often in collaboration with related organizations, the 
Recreation Department strives to enhance the life in Lincoln and Woodstock by making a valued 
investment in the daily lives and wellbeing of our community. 
Recreation Mission Statement – The Lincoln-Woodstock Recreation Department is committed to 
enriching and enhancing the quality of life for both Lincoln and Woodstock community residents and 
non-residents by: 
-          Offering affordable, high quality, diversified programming of recreational activities 
and events. 
-          Providing well maintained recreation facilities. 
-          Supporting other community groups that share an interest in recreational goals. 
Friends of Recreation Mission Statement - The mission of the Lincoln-Woodstock Friends of 
Recreation is to promote community involvement and encourage support through both financial and 
volunteer opportunities for the broadening of services and activities for all ages. 
Lincoln-Woodstock Food Pantry Mission Statement - The mission of the Lincoln-Woodstock 
Food Pantry is to support families in need. Contributions to the food pantry come solely from 
organizations, businesses, and members of the community. The pantry is currently operated by the 
Lincoln-Woodstock Recreation Department. However, aside from providing staff time and facility 
space for the pantry, it is not a tax-supported program. The pantry is not funded through Lincoln or 
Woodstock and therefore depends on the generosity of our fellow townspeople for all donations. The 
goal of the pantry is to provide a service that it will supplement the basic needs of our community 
members. This is accomplished by working in conjunction with local agencies, businesses, and 
churches to provide needed materials and donations. Monetary donations made to the Lincoln-
Woodstock Food Pantry are exclusively used to purchase food and other needed items including; 
bread, meats, fruits, vegetables, baby food, formula, diapers, cereal, pasta, dairy products, and 
toiletries. The focus of the pantry is to provide a variety of essential items to promote healthful 
living. An availability of nutrient-rich foods enables people to develop healthy eating habits. It is our 
hope that those who utilize the food pantry will one day be able to give back the way that so many 
have given for them. The continuing generosity and caring of our community is what makes this 
program possible. The Lincoln-Woodstock Food Pantry is a community initiative and its success 
depends on the residents of Lincoln and Woodstock.	
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2015 Town of Lincoln/Woodstock Solid Waste Facility 
Annual Report 
 
     2015 was a productive and smooth running year for the Solid Waste 
facility. Our tonnage for MSW (Municipal Solid Waste), Commingle, and CD 
(Construction Debris) ran very close to that of 2014. We made a slight 
change to the facilities hours of operation. These changes appeared to have 
been acceptable to the residents of both communities. We also have new 
uniforms and retroreflective jackets for the attendants. We continued to 
dispose of the brush by having it ground-up in an effort to continue to 
reduce our carbon footprint on our beautiful valley. We are looking to 
purchase a broom to add to the implements for the skid steer. This addition 
will allow the attendants to continue to keep the facility clean and free of 
debris. We will continue to strive to provide the best service to both 
communities. 
 
     We are also making preparations for Household Hazardous Waste 
(HHW) collections day, scheduled for this summer or early fall 2016.  We 
are working with the North Country Council to apply for supplemental 
funding from NH Department of Environmental Services to offset the costs 
for this event. Costs have been on the rise for HHW collection, and NCC has 
proposed that groups of towns’ band together to hold joint collection 
events. In doing so, the mobilization fees are spread out and the packing 











Tax Collector’s Annual Report
For the Municipality of Lincoln Year Ending 2015
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Tax Collector’s Annual Report
For the Municipality of Lincoln Year Ending 2015 (Cont.)
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Tax Collector’s Annual Report






2015 Statement of Appropriations,
Taxes Assessed and Tax Rate
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2015 Treasurer’s Annual Report 
January 1, 2015 - December 31, 20152015 Treasurer's Annual Report 
January 1, 2015 - December 31 2015 
      General Fund/Police Detail 
 
Distribution of Funds: 
 
 
Balance 1-1-2015  $    3,707,756.24  
   
 
   Received  $  17,907,713.41 
   
 
   Disbursed  $ (18,476,693.67) 
 
Citizens Bank $  3,138,775.98 
 
Balance 12-31-2015  $    3,138,775.98 
  
 $  3,138,775.98  
 Sewer Tap Fee Account 
   
 




   Received  $       382,350.05 
 
Citizens Bank  $     338,375.10  
 
   Disbursed  $      (222,435.23) 
 
Bank of New Hampshire  $       72,343.88  
 
Balance 12-31-2015  $       410,718.98  
  
 $     410,718.98 
 Water Tap Fee Account 
   
 
Balance 1-1-2015  $       274,606.38  
   
 
   Received  $       522,465.73 
 
Citizens Bank $     419,331.32  
 
   Disbursed  $      (304,562.81) 
 
Bank of New Hampshire  $       73,177.98  
 
Balance 12-31-2015  $       492,509.30  
  
 $     492,509.30  
 Water Treatment Cell 
   
 





   Received  $       170,380.01  
 
Citizens Bank $       25,010.14  
 
   Disbursed  $      (437,773.69) 
 
Bank of New Hampshire  $            845.90  
 
Balance 12-31-2015  $         25,856.04 
  
 $       25,856.04  
 Lease/Escrow Account 
   
 
Balance  1-1-2015  $              637.93 
   
 
   Received  $                  0.23  
   
 
   Disbursed  $                       -    
 
Bank of New Hampshire  $            638.16 
 
Balance 12-31-2015  $              638.16  
  
 $            638.16 
 Escrow 
   
 
Balance 01-01-2015  $          15,167.18 
   
 
  Received  $          19,300.00  
   
 
  Disbursed  $        (24,865.12) 
 
Citizens Bank  $         9,602.06  
 
Balance 12-31-2015  $            9,602.06 
  
 $         9,602.06  
 





Wendy J. Tanner 




Town of Lincoln New Hampshire
December 31, 2015
December Balance Sheet 
Town of Lincoln New Hampshire 
December 31, 20  
   
Respectfully 
 
  Submitted 
by:      
Wendy J. Tanner 
   Town of Lincoln 
Treasurer 
    
    
Bank Balances    
Citizens Bank - Investment $         3,108,766.70   
Citizens Bank - General Fund $              30,009.28   
Citizens Bank - Escrow $                9,602.06   
Citizens Bank - Impact Fee (WTC) $              25,010.14   
Citizens Bank - Water Tap $            419,331.32   
Citizens Bank - Sewer Tap $            338,375.10   
Bank of New Hampshire - Sewer Tap $              72,343.88   
Bank of New Hampshire - Water Tap $              73,177.98   
Bank of New Hampshire - Water Treatment Cell $                   845.90   
Bank of New Hampshire - Lease/Escrow $                   638.16   
  $    4,078,100.52 
    
    
Fund Balances    
General Fund/Police Detail $        3,138,775.98   
Sewer Tap Fee $           410,718.98   
Water Tap Fee $           492,509.30   
Water Treatment Cell $             25,856.04   
Lease/Escrow $             10,240.22   
    
  $    4,078,100.52 
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Trustees of the Trust Funds 
2015 Annual Report
(Unaudited)
Account Name Beginning Deposits Withdrawals YTD Interest Ending
Balance Balance
1/1/2014 12/31/2014
Solid Waste Facility Improv. 35,164.35$   10,000.00$   6,149.21$   3.45$   39,018.59$   
Fire Truck & Equipment 91,599.03$   9,444.97$   8.46$   82,162.52$   
Revaluation 14,204.00$   20,000.00$   6,000.00$   1.43$   28,205.43$   
Public Works Vehicles 105,348.82$   37,200.00$   105,392.00$   7.70$   37,164.52$   
Police Dept. Equipment 21,294.61$   20,000.00$   2.22$   41,296.83$   
Sewer System Rehab. 190,494.77$   220,285.00$   18,890.47$   19.78$   391,909.08$   
Water System Rehab. 392,274.11$   228,999.52$   83,583.22$   35.67$   537,726.08$   
Road & Street Reconstruction 157,472.07$   528,052.83$   459,010.95$   14.56$   226,528.51$   
Engineering & Planning 10,209.14$   10,000.00$   1.07$   20,210.21$   
Roland Dubois Settlement 310,609.28$   41,295.60$   31.25$   351,936.13$   
Kanc Rec Area Equipment 71,342.98$   32,000.00$   19,759.82$   6.36$   83,589.52$   
Memorial Park 100.49$   100.49$   
Cemetery Trust Fund 61,104.43$   6.11$   61,110.54$   
Community Bldg Exp. Trust 2,805.12$   0.23$   2,805.35$   
Cemetery Maint Exp Trust 22,765.85$   2,350.00$   3,995.00$   2.21$   21,123.06$   
Property & Bldg Maint. 20,437.83$   34,000.00$   25,919.88$   2.05$   28,520.00$   
Village Core 33,703.36$   3.41$   33,706.77$   
Employee Separation $9,871.88 15,000.00$   1,091.95$   1.03$   23,780.96$   
Library Technology 1,302.22$   2,000.00$   2,548.00$   0.13$   754.35$   
Library Building 5,181.30$   7,000.00$   0.52$   12,181.82$   
Total 1,557,285.64$    1,208,182.95$    741,785.47$   147.64$   2,023,830.76$    
Trustees of the Trust Funds
James Spanos, Lutz Wallem, Herb Gardner
Trustees of the Trust Funds
2014 Annual R port
(unaudited)
Respectfully Submitted,
Trustees of The Trust Funds
(unaudited)
Account Name
Beginning Deposits Expenses YTD Interest Ending
Balance Balance
1/1/15 12/31/15
Solid Waste Facility Improv. 39,018.59$            10,000.00$            4.59$               49,023.18$            
Fire Truck & Equipment 82,162.52$            100,000.00$          11.22$             182,173.74$          
Revaluation 28,205.43$            20,000.00$            6,000.00$              3.47$               42,208.90$            
Public Works Vehicles 37,164.52$            12,000.00$            2,412.00$              4.35$               46,756.87$            
Police Dept. Equipment 41,296.83$            20,000.00$            35,808.41$            3.23$               25,491.65$            
Sewer System Rehab. 391,909.08$          66,000.00$            69,177.00$            40.06$             388,772.14$          
Water System Rehab. 537,726.08$          573,000.00$          428,068.11$          60.81$             682,718.78$          
Road & Street Reconstruction 226,528.51$          388,000.00$          87,685.33$            30.75$             526,873.93$          
Engineering & Planning 20,210.21$            5,000.00$              20,453.48$            1.71$               4,758.44$              
Roland Dubois Settlement 351,936.13$          39,640.00$            40.57$             391,616.70$          
 
 Area Equipment 83,589.52$            15,0 .0$           6,978.71$           9.31$            81,620 1$          
 
e orial ark 100.49$                 0.01$               100.50$                 
Cemetery Trust Fund 61,110.54$            6.91$               61,117.45$            
Community Bldg Exp. Trust 2,805.35$              0.16$               2,805.51$              
Cemetery Maint Exp Trust 21,123.06$            12,650.00$            2.62$               33,775.68$            
Property & Bldg Maint. 28,520.00$            23,000.00$            20,017.95$            1.96$               31,504.01$            
Village Core 33,706.77$            3.85$               33,710.62$            
Employee Separation $23,780.96 35,000.00$            44,490.69$            2.11$               14,292.38$            
Library Technology 754.35$                 4,000.00$              4,500.00$              0.13$               254.48$                 
Library Building 12,181.82$            18,000.00$            8,411.00$              1.52$               21,772.34$            
Total 2,023,830.76$       1,341,290.00$       744,002.68$          229.34$           2,621,347.42$       
Respectfully	Submitted,	James	Spanos	(Chairman),	Lutz	Wallem	and	Herbert	Gardner,	Trustees	of	the	Trust	Funds
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2015 Statement of Budgeted and Actual Revenues 
(unaudited)
2015 BUDGET 2015 ACTUAL  
 
Revenue from Taxes:
Yield Tax 0.00 0.00
Payment in lieu of taxes 190,000.00 189,010.00
Interest on Taxes 45,000.00 41,167.94
Revenue from Licenses, Permits & Fees:
UCC Fees 500.00 510.00
Application Fees 6,000.00 2,280.00
Sign Permits 300.00 190.00
Cost Reimbursements 0.00 2,358.08
Motor Vehicle Fees 280,000.00 323,021.00
Dog Licenses 900.00 1,106.50
Misc Income/NSF 600.00 759.00
Vital Records 700.00 975.00
Cable TV Franchise Fees 52,000.00 40,974.74
Revenue from Other Governments:
Meals & Room Tax Distribution 70,000.00 79,731.50
Highway Block Grant 28,138.00 30,484.39
Water Filtration Grant 34,922.00 34,644.31
Rail Road Fund 300.00 290.36
School Resource Officer 33,000.00 11,808.79
FEMA Management Costs 8,000.00 7,846.89
Hazard Mitigation Plan 6,000.00 6,000.00
TOW - SW 201,768.00 166,530.57
TOW - RC 127,838.00 110,205.48
TOW - CB 66,612.00 56,864.97
Revenue from Charges for Services:
EX. Misc Income/NSF 1,000.00 2,924.92
PD - Misc Income 2,000.00 2,405.00
PD - Grant Revenue 0.00 2,896.00
PD - Parking Tickets 2,000.00 4,066.99
PD - Court Reimbursements 2,400.00 3,060.27
PD - False Alarms 0.00 1,560.00
PD - Copies of Reports 1,000.00 1,170.00
FD - Misc Income 100.00 131.89
PW - Misc Income 100.00 0.00
SW - Recycling Rev 15,000.00 10,963.63
SW - Tipping Rev 15,000.00 22,911.50
WT - Misc Inome 4,000.00 5,135.18
WT - Water Meter Equipment 100.00 275.00
RC - Misc Income 200.00 95.00
RC - Ski Area Rev 18,000.00 17,939.00
RC - Summer Camp 8,500.00 8,790.55
RC - Adventure Campe 6,000.00 6,795.00
CB - Grafton Sr. 6,018.00 6,017.52
CB - Child Care 11,366.00 11,574.42
CB - After School 3,500.00 4,560.00
CB - Misc Income 200.00 457.50
LB - Equip User Fees 500.00 645.00
CM - Burials 7,000.00 3,000.00
Sale of Cemetery Lots 1,000.00 3,900.00
Sale of Town Property 0.00 5,323.84
Interest on Deposits 300.00 3,736.74
Insurance Reimbursement 0.00 12,720.25
Patriotic Purposes 0.00 1,580.22
FCI - Pemit 0.00 8,400.00
Lease Town Property 8,000.00 18,720.00
Loon Mtn Donation Settlement 41,000.00 39,639.52
From Special Revenue Fund
Proceeds of Bonds & Notes
1,306,862.00$                 1,318,154.46$                      
2015  Statement of Budgeted and Actual Revenues
(un-audited)
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  Executive    
    Payroll 177,728.00          180,744.04            (3,016.04)             
    Public Officials Payroll 24,726.00            26,001.24              (1,275.24)             
    Payroll Overtime 3,750.00              153.19                   3,596.81               
    Telephone 7,612.00              6,686.11                925.89                  
    Dues, Travel & Conferences 11,485.00            9,334.41                2,150.59               
    Contracted Services 91,962.00            78,618.61              13,343.39             
    Materials & Supplies 16,700.00            15,937.47              762.53                  
Subtotal Executive 333,963.00$        317,475.07$          16,487.93$           
 Tax Collector/Town Clerk
    Payroll 21,407.00 22,234.23 (827.23)                
    Payroll Officials 21,408.00 23,792.13 (2,384.13)             
    Payroll Deputy Clerk 4,270.00 10,061.50 (5,791.50)             
    Dues, Travel & Conferences 755.00 870.43 (115.43)                 
    Contracted Services 13,966.00 8,006.48 5,959.52               
    Materials & Supplies 1,441.00 3,499.40 (2,058.40)             
Subtotal Elections 63,247.00$          68,464.17$            (5,217.17)$           
  Elections
    Payroll-Elections 600.00                 615.00                   -15.00
    Contracted Services 100.00                 224.00 -124.00
    Materials & Supplies 300.00                 175.07                   124.93
Subtotal Elections 1,000.00$            1,014.07$              (14.07)$                
  Legal Expenses 175,000.00          120,512.30            54,487.70$           
Subtotal Legal Expenses 175,000.00$        120,512.30$          54,487.70$           
  Personnel Administration  
    HealthTrust Health Insurance 181,000.00          175,670.02            5,329.98               
    Health/Dental Insurance Union 169,000.00          151,566.40            17,433.60             
    Life Insurance 7,600.00              12,068.99              (4,468.99)             
    Disability Insurance 13,500.00            10,271.44              3,228.56               
    Dental Plan Employee 8,700.00              7,936.25                763.75                  
    FICA Tax Expense 76,500.00            73,695.90              2,804.10               
    Medicare Tax Expense 27,500.00            25,702.23              1,797.77               
    Pension Contribution-Police 133,000.00          132,562.84            437.16                  
    Pension Contribution-Others 126,000.00          97,650.12              28,349.88             
    Unemployment Compensation 4,288.00              4,288.00                -                       
    Workers' Compensation 10,500.00            7,853.54                2,646.46               
    Education Reimbursement 5,000.00              3,000.00                2,000.00               
Subtotal Personnel Administration 762,588.00$        702,265.73$          60,322.27$           
TOWN OF LINCOLN
2015 Detailed Statement of Payments








    Payroll 64,436.00            64,117.83              318.17                  
    Recording Secretary 2,318.00              3,659.54                (1,341.54)             
    Payroll Overtime 3,000.00              2,868.24                131.76                  
    Training/Expenses 2,500.00              2,337.82                162.18                  
    Dues, Travel & Conferences 2,433.00              1,767.04                665.96                  
    Contracted Services 10,500.00            8,778.42                1,721.58               
    Materials & Supplies 1,300.00              145.60                   1,154.40               
Subtotal Planning 86,487.00$          83,674.49$            2,812.51$             
  Town Building
   Contracted Services -                      1,095.98                (1,095.98)             
    Electricity 18,000.00            16,984.10              1,015.90               
    Heating Oil 5,000.00              4,250.47                749.53                  
    Materials & Supplies 5,000.00              5,295.06                (295.06)                
    Building & Property Maintenance 34,250.00            31,348.42              2,901.58               
Subtotal Town Building 62,250.00$          58,974.03$            3,275.97$             
  Cemetery
    Payroll 9,100.00              7,266.86                1,833.14               
    Payroll Burial 4,270.00              1,734.59                2,535.41               
    Contracted Services 2,730.00              3,555.50                (825.50)                
    Materials & Supplies 4,000.00              2,740.82                1,259.18               
    Fuel - Equipment & Vehicles 800.00                 561.79 238.21                  
    Equipment -                      2,400.00 (2,400.00)             
Subtotal Cemetery 20,900.00$          18,259.56$            2,640.44$             
  Insurances
    Property Liability 44,331.00            44,331.00              -                       
Subtotal Insurances 44,331.00$          44,331.00$            -$                     
Total General Government 1,549,766.00$     1,414,970.42$       134,795.58$         
PUBLIC SAFETY
  Police
    Payroll 731,653.00          711,970.42            19,682.58             
    Payroll-Part Time 26,526.00            26,878.68              (352.68)                
    Payroll - Overtime 10,000.00            11,303.63              (1,303.63)             
    Payroll-Overtime Holidays 20,000.00            20,281.65              (281.65)                
    Telephone 11,000.00            12,779.97              (1,779.97)             
    Dues, Training, Travel & Conferences 10,000.00            10,103.68              (103.68)                
    Contracted Services 78,164.00            75,190.90              2,973.10               
    Materials & Supplies 6,500.00              5,985.15                514.85                  
    Vehicles- Fuel & Maint. 31,000.00            26,708.16              4,291.84               
    Uniforms & Personal Equipment 6,200.00              8,896.18                (2,696.18)             
    Equipment 9,000.00              6,875.45                2,124.55               
Subtotal Police 940,043.00$        916,973.87$          23,069.13$           








    Payroll 51,000.00            51,233.85 -233.85
    Telephone 1,750.00              1,840.57 -90.57
    Employment Training/Expense 5,900.00              2,973.27 2,926.73
    Dues/Travel/Conference 1,000.00              1,010.00 -10.00
    Contracted Services 19,200.00            2,237.60 16,962.40
    Electricity 1,600.00              1,363.95 236.05
    Heating Fuel 4,000.00              2,930.83 1,069.17
    Materials & Supplies 1,800.00              2,022.68 -222.68
    Fuel - Vehicles & Equipment 2,700.00              2,038.78 661.22
    Equipment 13,800.00            20,973.38 -7,173.38
Subtotal Fire 102,750.00$        88,624.91$            14,125.09$           
  Emergency Management
    Payroll 1,300.00 1,083.33                216.67
    Employment Training & Expenses 1,000.00              790.00                   210.00
    Contracted Services 3,000.00              3,057.85                -57.85
    Materials & Supplies 1,200.00              1,875.30                -675.30
    Equipment 1,000.00 684.14 315.86
Subtotal Civil Defense 7,500.00$            7,490.62$              9.38$                    
TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY 1,050,293.00$     1,013,089.40$       37,203.60$           
HIGHWAYS & STREETS
  Public Works
    Payroll 171,932.00          187,419.95            (15,487.95)           
    Payrol Overtime 14,000.00            11,308.51              2,691.49               
    Telephone 5,400.00              4,966.77                433.23                  
    Dues, Travel & Conferences 300.00                 685.00                   (385.00)                
    Contracted Services 21,750.00            29,023.79              (7,273.79)             
    Electricity 3,200.00              2,929.50                270.50                  
    Heating Fuel 6,500.00              6,466.28                33.72                    
    Materials & Supplies 13,250.00            14,823.27              (1,573.27)             
    Fuel - Equipment & Vehicles 19,288.00            17,434.87              1,853.13               
    Sand & Salt 23,000.00            25,111.50              (2,111.50)              
    Equipment 7,100.00              10,488.02              (3,388.02)             
    Uniforms 3,000.00              3,781.20                (781.20)                
    General Repairs - Equipment 40,000.00            13,893.67              26,106.33             
Subtotal Public Works 328,720.00$        328,332.33$          387.67$                
  Street Lights 47,000.00            47,682.50              (682.50)                
Subtotal Street Lights 47,000.00$          47,682.50$            (682.50)$              
TOTAL HIGHWAYS & STREETS 375,720.00$        376,014.83$          (294.83)$              








    Payroll 86,659.00            86,570.88              88.12                    
    Payroll - Overtime -                      926.84                   (926.84)                
    Payroll - Part-Time 10,368.00            9,912.00                456.00                  
    Telephone & Alarms 1,500.00              1,579.04                (79.04)                  
    Dues, Travel & Conferences 600.00                 1,150.33                (550.33)                
    Contracted Services 183,280.00          163,535.35            19,744.65             
    Electricity 4,000.00              3,720.49                279.51                  
    Materials & Supplies 2,500.00              959.75                   1,540.25               
    Vehicles & Equipment 9,000.00              12,058.56              (3,058.56)             
    Uniforms 1,000.00              519.41                   480.59                  
Subtotal Solid Waste 298,907.00$        280,932.65$          17,974.35$           
  Sewer
    Contracted Services 222,788.00 197,519.94 25,268.06
    Electricity 7,500.00 6,909.34 590.66
    Materials & Supplies 500.00 411.83 88.17                    
    Equipment 5,000.00 6,868.92 (1,868.92)             
    General Repairs & Equipment 10,000.00 1,770.17 8,229.83
Subtotal Sewer 245,788.00$        213,480.20$          32,307.80$           
TOTAL SANITATION 544,695.00$        494,412.85$          50,282.15$           
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT
    Payroll 53,689.00            48,181.21              5,507.79               
    Payroll Overtime 9,500.00              10,546.02              (1,046.02)             
    Telephone & Alarms 6,600.00              4,958.04                1,641.96               
    Employment Training & Expenses 600.00                 390.00                   210.00                  
    Dues, Travel & Conferences 1,900.00              864.00                   1,036.00               
    Contracted Services 23,600.00            20,731.27              2,868.73               
    Electricity 115,000.00          118,000.56            (3,000.56)             
    Heating Fuel 25,000.00            17,273.62              7,726.38               
    Materials & Supplies 3,500.00              3,554.65                (54.65)                  
    Chemicals 47,500.00            50,886.94              (3,386.94)             
    Equipment 2,000.00              5,001.32                (3,001.32)             
    Uniforms 600.00                 497.17                   102.83                  
    General Repairs & Equipment 20,000.00            29,283.60              (9,283.60)             
    U.S.G.S. Monitoring 8,000.00              7,493.00                507.00                  
Subtotal Water 317,489.00$        317,661.40$          (172.40)$              
TOTAL WATER DIST. & TREATMENT 317,489.00$        317,661.40$          (172.40)$              







  Health Appropriations 58,223.00            58,223.00              -                       
Subtotal Health Appropriations 58,223.00$          58,223.00$            -$                     
  Welfare
    Rent Assistance 23,000.00            1,365.00                21,635.00             
    Food/Medical/Etc. 1,500.00              114.30                   1,385.70               
    Electricity 3,000.00              -                         3,000.00               
    Heat 3,000.00              208.24                   2,791.76               
    NHGCAP-Annual Hosting Fee 100.00                 99.48                     0.52                      
Subtotal Welfare 30,600.00$          1,787.02$              28,812.98$           
TOTAL HEALTH & WELFARE 88,823.00$          60,010.02$            28,812.98$           
CULTURE & RECREATION
  Recreation
    Payroll 121,420.00          110,254.02            11,165.98             
    Payroll-Overtime -                      1,568.77                (1,568.77)             
    Telephone 1,500.00              1,558.30                (58.30)                  
    Dues, Travel & Conferences 3,684.00              3,785.98                (101.98)                
    Contracted Services 20,145.00            18,983.24              1,161.76               
    Electricity 12,900.00            10,805.78              2,094.22               
    Materials & Supplies 8,800.00              9,319.45                (519.45)                
    Fuel - Equipment & Vehicles 9,700.00              8,412.31                1,287.69               
    Propane 1,800.00              1,308.17                491.83                  
    Equipment 5,650.00              4,859.87                790.13                  
    TOL- Parks & Patriotic (Rec) 14,700.00            14,330.47              369.53                  
    General Repairs & Equipment 5,000.00              5,919.49                (919.49)                
Subtotal Recreation 205,299.00$        191,105.85$          14,193.15$           
 Community Center
   Payroll 54,769.00 51,545.48 3,223.52
   Payroll-Overtime 600.00 73.20 526.80
   Telephone 2,270.00 2,334.67 -64.67
   Contracted Services 2,001.00 2,015.62 -14.62
   Electricity 12,000.00 10,478.03 1,521.97
   Heating Fuel 12,500.00 12,386.25 113.75
   Materials/Supplies 3,400.00 4,150.87 -750.87
   Propane 800.00 641.10 158.90
   Bldg/Prop Maint. 13,905.00 17,718.76 -3,813.76
Subtotal Community Center 102,245.00$        101,343.98$          901.02$                






CULTURE & RECREATION (Continued)
  Library
    Payroll 75,640.00            72,952.57              2,687.43               
    Payroll-Overtime -                      227.15                   (227.15)                
    Print Materials 3,922.00              3,898.86                23.14                    
    Telephone 1,400.00              1,228.96                171.04                  
    Employee Training & Expenses 1,050.00              1,040.00                10.00                    
    Building Maintenance 3,000.00              2,756.27                243.73                  
    Speakers & Programs 400.00                 250.00                   150.00                  
    Contracted Services 7,250.00              6,620.91                629.09                  
    Electricity 4,500.00              4,235.19                264.81                  
    Heating Fuel 3,000.00              2,866.30                133.70                  
    Materials/Supplies 3,100.00              2,847.68                252.32                  
    Serials 1,300.00              966.66                   333.34                  
    Audio and Visual 1,200.00              1,147.56                52.44                    
Subtotal Library 105,762.00$        101,038.11$          4,723.89$             
  Patriotic Purposes 10,375.00            7,714.80                2,660.20               
Subtotal Patriotic Purposes 10,375.00$          7,714.80$              2,660.20$             
TOTAL CULTURE & RECREATION 423,681.00$        401,202.74$          22,478.26$           
DEBT SERVICE
    Principal Bonds & Notes 503,599.00          502,458.39            1,140.61
    Interest Bonds & Notes 145,933.00          147,108.67            -1,175.67
    Interest Tax Anticipation Notes 1.00                     -                         1.00
SUBTOTAL DEBT SERVICE 649,533.00$        649,567.06$          (34.06)$                
  Capital Appropriations
    Police Dept Vehicles 39,000.00 39,000.00              0.00
    Update Hazard Mitigation Plan 8,000.00 6,000.00                2,000.00
Subtotal Capital Appropriations 47,000.00$          45,000.00$            2,000.00$             
  Capital Reserves
    Revaluation 20,000.00            20,000.00              -                       
    Commuity Building -                      -                         -                       
    PW Vehicle 12,000.00            12,000.00              -                       
    FD Truck/Equipment 100,000.00          100,000.00            -                       
    Sewer Rehab. 66,000.00            66,000.00              -                       
    Water Rehab. 573,000.00          573,000.00            -                       
    Police Equipment 20,000.00            20,000.00              -                       
    Roads & Streets 388,000.00          388,000.00            -                       
    Library Technology 4,000.00              4,000.00                -                       
    Solid Waste Improvements 10,000.00            10,000.00              -                       
    Roland Dubois Settlement 39,640.00            39,640.00              -                       
2015 Detailed Statement of Payments (Cont.)
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    Kanc Rec Equipment 15,000.00            15,000.00              -                       
    Engineering & Planning 5,000.00              5,000.00                -                       
    Prop/Building Maint 23,000.00            23,000.00              -                       
    Cemetery Expandable Trust Fund 12,650.00            12,650.00              -                       
    Library Building 18,000.00            18,000.00              -                       
    Employee Separation 35,000.00            35,000.00              -                       
Subtotal Capital Reserves 1,341,290.00$     1,341,290.00$       -$                     
TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAY 1,388,290.00$     1,386,290.00$       2,000.00$             
SUBTOTAL BUDGET 6,388,290.00$     6,113,218.72$       275,071.28$         
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2015 Inventory of Town Property
Map/Lot Description Acres Land Value Bldg. Value Total Value
103-005000-BG-00000 Boyce Brook Pumping Station 0.000 10,900 10,900
105-020000-00-00000 Route 3 Salt Shed 0.830 66,900 25,900 92,800
105-001000-00-00000 Land near I-93 0.170 5,900 5,900
109-011000-00-00000 Public Works Garage 6.050 193,500 126,100 319,600
109-012000-00-00000 Land Old Airport Road 6.400 143,200 143,200
109-017000-00-00000 Connector Road 2.640 64,200 64,200
109-018000-00-00000 Salem Way Lot #2 0.470 98,500 98,500
109-019000-00-00000 Salem Way Lot #4 0.360 96,600 96,600
109-023000-00-00000 Salem Way Lot #5 0.500 99,000 99,000
109-022000-00-00000 Salem Way Lot #7 0.370 96,800 96,800
109-021000-00-00000 Salem Way Lot #8 0.420 97,600 97,600
110-022000-00-00000 Salem Way Lot #9 0.620 100,900 100,900
110-023000-00-00000 Salem Way Lot #10 0.340 96,200 96,200
110-016000-00-00000 Pollard Road 0.240 75,400 15,900 91,300
110-021000-00-00000 Connector Road 0.230 70,500 70,500
112-008000-00-00000 Main Street (land only) 1.150 147,900 147,900
112-009000-00-00000 Solid Waste Facility 18.750 336,200 175,700 511,900
112-011000-00-00000 Sewer Treatment Facility 20.000 291,100 4,394,000 4,685,100
113-045000-00-00000 Pollard Road 3.600 123,600 123,600
113-046000-00-00000 Mansion Hill Drive 0.120 63,200 63,200
113-051000-00-00000 Pollard Road 2.400 115,200 115,200
113-054000-00-00000 Community Center 6.640 162,000 533,000 695,000
113-156000-00-00000 Lincoln Public Library 0.090 64,300 429,400 493,700
116-043000-00-00000 Kancamagus Rec. Area 28.080 442,400 201,300 643,700
116-043000-00-00001 Kancamagus Rec. Area Annex 0.850 136,600 136,600
118-001000-00-00000 Lincoln Town Hall 1.300 118,300 1,227,000 1,345,300
118-055000-00-00000 Lincoln Fire Station 0.690 83,300 430,200 513,500
118-058000-00-00000 Church Street (land only) 0.100 66,300 2,500 68,800
118-046000-BG-00000 Main Street Gazebo 0.470 1,800 1,800
122-005000-00-00000 Main Street - Lady's Bathtub 0.620 74,800 74,800
122-007000-BG-00000 River Intake Building 0.000 31,800 31,800
124-065000-00-00000 Kancamagus Highway 16.000 231,500 231,500
124-066000-BG-00000 Water TreatmentPlant 0.000 700,800 700,800
129-062000-00-00000 Clearbrook #2E 0.000 52,500 52,500
129-061000-00-00000 Clearbrook #2W 0.000 52,500 52,500
Total 3,761,900$    8,411,300$    12,173,200$   
2015 INVENTORY OF TOWN PROPERTY
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2015 Payroll by Department
(un-audited)
Employee's Name Regular Wages Overtime Wages Separation/ Gross Wages
Retirement Wages
CEMETERY
Lehouillier, Gene 6,892.13$                  -$                           -$                           6,892.13$                  
ELECTIONS
Boyle, Charlene 150.00$                     -$                           -$                           150.00$                     
Haynes, Nina 150.00$                     -$                           -$                           150.00$                     
Kuplin, Laurel 315.00$                     -$                           -$                           315.00$                     
EXECUTIVE & OFFICIALS
Burbank, Alfred 78,581.57$                -$                           -$                           78,581.57$                
Hart, Johnna 5,088.00$                  66.00$                       -$                           5,154.00$                  
Ham, Tamra 1,785.56$                  -$                           -$                           1,785.56$                  
Jones, Helen 50,080.20$                827.46$                     -$                           50,907.66$                
Leslie, Jane 37,003.82$                139.84$                     -$                           37,143.66$                
Ludwig, Jayne 4,336.36$                  -$                           -$                           4,336.36$                  
McTeague, R. Patricia 6,121.92$                  -$                           -$                           6,121.92$                  
Rineer, Cindy 4,267.50$                  -$                           -$                           4,267.50$                  
Robinson, Orrin J. 6,121.92$                  -$                           -$                           6,121.92$                  
Rose, Brook 17,479.80$                -$                           -$                           17,479.80$                
Tanner, Wendy 17,551.76$                -$                           -$                           17,551.76$                
Wetherell, Robert 600.00$                     600.00$                     
Whitman, Susan M. 43,779.96$                -$                           7,292.22$                  51,072.18$                
WATER DEPARTMENT
Beaudin, David W.* 47,797.22$                11,115.26$                 -$                           58,912.48$                
Welch, Joshua 5,760.00$                  -$                           -$                           5,760.00$                  
*Includes OT Water & Public Works
LIBRARY
Horne, Sharon 4,962.55$                  -$                           -$                           4,962.55$                  
Peltier, Janet** 3,071.94$                  -$                           -$                           3,071.94$                  
Riley, Carol** 45,519.75$                -$                           -$                           45,519.75$                
Sennott, Emily 20,255.48$                -$                           -$                           20,255.48$                
**Includes Supervisor of Checklist Wages
PLANNING & ZONING OFFICE
Bont, Carole 55,131.52$                2,752.32$                  57,883.84$                
SOLID WASTE FACILITY
Beaudin, Paul J. II 15,166.66$                -$                           10,080.15$                25,246.81$                
Christenson, Scot 96.00$                       -$                           -$                           96.00$                       
Clark, Russell 32,136.35$                84.67$                       -$                           32,221.02$                
Conn, James 35,734.40$                841.82$                     -$                           36,576.22$                
Georgia, Robert 9,636.00$                  180.00$                     -$                           9,816.00$                  
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Dovholuk, David* 40,077.35$                4,570.46$                  -$                           44,647.81$                
Hadaway, Nathan 3,750.00$                  -$                           -$                           3,750.00$                  
Hart, Daryl J. 39,021.20$                3,962.94$                  -$                           42,984.14$                
Nicoll, Andrew M. 42,714.35$                4,269.64$                  -$                           46,983.99$                
Willey, William M. 66,042.25$                -$                           11,554.27$                77,596.52$                
*Includes Recreation Wages
FIRE DEPARTMENT 
Baron, Rayn 412.50$                     -$                           -$                           412.50$                     
Beard, Ronald R. 16,767.60$                -$                           -$                           16,767.60$                
Bomba, Steven 4,560.00$                  -$                           -$                           4,560.00$                  
Camacho, Victoria 2,880.00$                  -$                           -$                           2,880.00$                  
Dauphine, Clifton 2,030.50$                  -$                           -$                           2,030.50$                  
Dutilly, Matthew 2,025.00$                  -$                           -$                           2,025.00$                  
Dutilly, William 1,635.00$                  -$                           -$                           1,635.00$                  
Emerson, Ronald W. 180.00$                     -$                           -$                           180.00$                     
Fairbrother, Ryan 4,230.00$                  -$                           -$                           4,230.00$                  
Fiorentino, Matthew 712.50$                     -$                           -$                           712.50$                     
Formalarie, Andrew 2,125.00$                  -$                           -$                           2,125.00$                  
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Employee's Name Regular Wages Overtime Wages Separation/ Gross Wages
Retirement Wages
FIRE DEPARTMENT (continued)
Haase, Colin R 808.25$                     -$                           -$                           808.25$                     
Homan, Cliffored 2,889.00$                  -$                           -$                           2,889.00$                  
Kenney, Robert 2,052.00$                  -$                           -$                           2,052.00$                  
Peterson, Kristin 305.00$                     -$                           -$                           305.00$                     
Place, Garrett K 137.50$                     -$                           -$                           137.50$                     
Place, Jon 217.50$                     -$                           -$                           217.50$                     
Rich, Alan 150.00$                     -$                           -$                           150.00$                     
Surette, Casey 587.50$                     -$                           -$                           587.50$                     
Swarbrick, Michael 3,510.00$                  -$                           -$                           3,510.00$                  
Walker, Benjamin 580.50$                     -$                           -$                           580.50$                     
Wilker, Willaim 702.00$                     -$                           -$                           702.00$                     
Wells, Cassie 1,737.50$                  -$                           -$                           1,737.50$                  
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
Bartlett, Alexandra 2,616.90$                  -$                           -$                           2,616.90$                  
Bartlett, Florence 355.74$                     -$                           -$                           355.74$                     
Bartlett, John A. 2,885.30$                  -$                           -$                           2,885.30$                  
Bartlett, Piper 158.60$                     -$                           -$                           158.60$                     
Boyle, Jill-Anne 1,621.13$                  -$                           -$                           1,621.13$                  
Caulder, Stacey 465.58$                     -$                           -$                           465.58$                     
Chivell, Lauren 2,750.88$                  -$                           -$                           2,750.88$                  
Conn Jr., Ralph 4,183.72$                  -$                           -$                           4,183.72$                  
Corey, Marcus 213.50$                     -$                           -$                           213.50$                     
Dovholuk, Joshua D 1,493.76$                  -$                           -$                           1,493.76$                  
Dovholuk, Max 1,290.00$                  -$                           -$                           1,290.00$                  
Duguay, Jane 2,181.27$                  -$                           -$                           2,181.27$                  
Ham, Arnold 175.05$                     -$                           -$                           175.05$                     
Ham, Kayleigh 1,895.72$                  -$                           -$                           1,895.72$                  
Ham, Tamra 453.65$                     -$                           -$                           453.65$                     
Hewes, Shannon 2,242.50$                  -$                           -$                           2,242.50$                  
Johnk, Samuel 24.40$                       -$                           -$                           24.40$                       
Knowlton, Nicole 3,015.00$                  -$                           -$                           3,015.00$                  
Kossen, Cameron 2,690.00$                  -$                           -$                           2,690.00$                  
Loukes, Aaron L 164.70$                     -$                           -$                           164.70$                     
MacDonald, Andrew 1,120.33$                  -$                           -$                           1,120.33$                  
Masse, Kevin 999.00$                     -$                           -$                           999.00$                     
Miville, Alexis 3,396.00$                  -$                           -$                           3,396.00$                  
Pierson, Amanda 3,063.56$                  -$                           -$                           3,063.56$                  
Robinson, Elisa 212.50$                     -$                           -$                           212.50$                     
Sousa, Ryan 125.00$                     -$                           -$                           125.00$                     
Thibault, Benjamin 487.50$                     -$                           -$                           487.50$                     
Tower, Tara 48,852.71$                -$                           -$                           48,852.71$                
Trott, Dillon 1,056.15$                  -$                           -$                           1,056.15$                  
Vance, Kimberly 2,600.00$                  -$                           -$                           2,600.00$                  
Walsh, James 560.17$                     -$                           -$                           560.17$                     
Weden, Laurian 436.25$                     -$                           -$                           436.25$                     
White, Hanna 2,357.50$                  -$                           -$                           2,357.50$                  
COMMUNITY CENTER
Briere, Andreea 5,783.50$                  -$                           -$                           5,783.50$                  
Camargo, Teasha 3,860.00$                  -$                           -$                           3,860.00$                  
Chaffee, Justin 29,167.38$                127.27$                     29,294.65$                
Chase, Shawna 9,327.33$                  -$                           -$                           9,327.33$                  
Duffy, Joni 4,802.50$                  -$                           -$                           4,802.50$                  
Remillard, Arthur 1,245.00$                  -$                           -$                           1,245.00$                  
Vance, Meghann 2,967.50$                  -$                           -$                           2,967.50$                  
1,009,574.97$           
(un-audited)
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2015 Payroll by Department
(unaudited)
Employee's Name Regular Wages Separation/ Overtime Wages  Detail Wages Gross Wages
Retirement Wages
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Arcieri, Seth 42,939.72$              -$                         1,634.64$                1,430.00$           46,004.36$                
Baker, Kara 17,658.01$              -$                         -$                         -$                    17,658.01$                
Beuadry Jr, Howard 15,920.20$              -$                         -$                         -$                    15,920.20$                
Bomba, Steven 2,665.58$                -$                         -$                         -$                    2,665.58$                  
Bujeaud, Joseph J. 47,004.80$              -$                         4,352.13$                -$                    51,356.93$                
Burnham, Jeffrey 65,769.44$              -$                         -$                         5,642.00$           71,411.44$                
Caulder, Jeffrey 68.50$                     -$                         -$                         988.00$              1,056.50$                  
Celella, Helene 1,381.13$                -$                         -$                         -$                    1,381.13$                  
Deluca, Joseph P 60,014.64$              -$                         3,012.31$                1,118.00$            64,144.95$                
Gaites, John 35,604.46$              -$                         3,363.92$                -$                    38,968.38$                
Gaites, Megan 1,514.39$                -$                         -$                         -$                    1,514.39$                  
Kratz, David F -$                         -$                         -$                         416.00$              416.00$                     
Langmaid, Sheryle R. 33,131.36$              6,419.10$                1,085.00$                -$                    40,635.46$                
Meier, Jeffrey D. 66,168.94$              -$                         3,363.81$                4,680.00$           74,212.75$                
Perry, Russell 46,565.49$              -$                         2,919.09$                2,028.00$           51,512.58$                
Romprey, Kristien 11,761.07$               391.70$                   -$                         -$                    12,152.77$                
Smith, Theodore P.* 87,901.59$              18,361.00$              -$                         3,042.00$           109,304.59$              
Snyder, Amy 32,909.16$              -$                         4,282.44$                -$                    37,191.60$                
Steele Jr., Paul D. 1,009.80$                -$                         -$                         -$                    1,009.80$                  
Stevens, Michael E. 61,329.01$              -$                         2,785.96$                988.00$              65,102.97$                
Suglia, John 42,772.75$              -$                         3,880.45$                2,184.00$           48,837.20$                
Ulwick, William 16,579.49$              2,340.07$                905.52$                   2,730.00$           22,555.08$                
Weden, Michael 6,118.21$                 -$                         -$                         -$                    6,118.21$                  
Youngs, Raymont 32,385.09$              -$                         1,620.40$                832.00$              34,837.49$                
815,968.37$              
*Includes Emergency Management
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2005 Community Building Note
$300,000 for 10 Years
Bog, Parker, Maltais Farm, and 
Goodbout Road Upgrades 2010 Series B 
$1,084,000 for 10 Years
Principal Balance Rate Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment
Beginning Balance $30,000.00
July 26, 2015 $0.00 4.000 $30,000.00 $6,448.20 $36,448.20
    TOTAL $30,000.00 $6,448.20 $36,448.20
TOWN OF LINCOLN
2005 COMMUNITY BUILDING NOTE
$300,000 FOR 10 YEARS
Principal Balance Rate Principal Payment Interst Payment Total Payment
Beginning Balance 755,000.00 
February 15, 2015 12,875.00 12,875.00 
August 15, 2015 645,000.00 3.00% 110,000.00 12,875.00 122,875.00 
February 15, 2016 11,225.00 11,225.00 
August 15, 2016 535,000.00 3.00% 110,000.00 11,225.00 121,225.00 
February 15, 2017 9,575.00 9,575.00 
August 15, 2017 425,000.00 5.00% 110,000.00 9,575.00 119,575.00 
February 15, 2018 6,825.00 6,825.00 
August 15, 2018 315,000.00 3.00% 105,000.00 6,825.00 111,825.00 
February 15, 2019 5,250.00 5,250.00 
August 15, 2016 210,000.00 5.00% 105,000.00 5,250.00 110,250.00 
February 15, 2020 2,625.00 2,625.00 
August 15, 2020 105,000.00 5.00% 105,000.00 2,625.00 107,625.00 
 $540,000.00  $96,750.00  $634,125.00
TOWN OF LINCOLN
BOG, PARKER, MALTAIS FARM, AND GOODBOUT ROAD UPGRADES
2010 SERIES B
$1,084,000 FOR 10 YEARS
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Town of Lincoln
Water Projects 2003 Rte 3/Mansion Hill
$2,050,000 for 20 Years
Principal Balance Rate Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment
Beginning Balance $1,105,000.00
February 15, 2013 $1,105,000.00 $25,006.25 $25,006.25
August 15, 2013 $1,000,000.00 4.250 $105,000.00 $25,006.25 $130,006.25
February 15, 2014 $1,000,000.00 $22,775.00 $22,775.00
August 15, 2014 $900,000.00 4.250 $100,000.00 $22,775.00 $122,775.00
February 15, 2015 $900,000.00 $20,650.00 $20,650.00
August 15, 2015 $800,000.00 4.250 $100,000.00 $20,650.00 $120,650.00
February 15, 2016 $800,000.00 $18,525.00 $18,525.00
August 15, 2016 $700,000.00 4.300 $100,000.00 $18,525.00 $118,525.00
February 15, 2017 $700,000.00 $16,375.00 $16,375.00
August 15, 2017 $600,000.00 4.400 $100,000.00 $16,375.00 $116,375.00
February 15, 2018 $600,000.00 $14,175.00 $14,175.00
August 15, 2018 $500,000.00 4.500 $100,000.00 $14,175.00 $114,175.00
February 15, 2019 $500,000.00 $11,925.00 $11,925.00
August 15, 2019 $400,000.00 4.500 $100,000.00 $11,925.00 $111,925.00
February 15, 2020 $400,000.00 $9,625.00 $9,625.00
August 15, 2020 $300,000.00 4.700 $100,000.00 $9,625.00 $109,625.00
February 15, 2021 $300,000.00 $7,275.00 $7,275.00
August 15, 2021 $200,000.00 4.800 $100,000.00 $7,275.00 $107,275.00
February 15, 2022 $200,000.00 $4,875.00 $4,875.00
August 15, 2022 $100,000.00 4.850 $100,000.00 $4,875.00 $104,875.00
February 15, 2023 $100,000.00 $2,450.00 $2,450.00
August 15, 2023 $0.00 4.900 $100,000.00 $2,450.00 $102,450.00
    TOTAL $1,105,000.00 $307,312.50 $1,412,312.50
TOWN OF LINCOLN
WATER PROJECTS 2003 RTE3/MANSION HILL
$2,050,000 FOR 20 YEARS
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Town of Lincoln
Wastewater Treatment 2003 Projects
$1,200,000 for 20 YEARS
Principal Balance Rate Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment
Beginning Balance $660,000.00
February 15, 2013 $660,000.00 $14,940.00 $14,940.00
August 15, 2013 $600,000.00 4.250 $60,000.00 $14,940.00 $74,940.00
February 15, 2014 $600,000.00 $13,665.00 $13,665.00
August 15, 2014 $540,000.00 4.250 $60,000.00 $13,665.00 $73,665.00
February 15, 2015 $540,000.00 $12,390.00 $12,390.00
August 15, 2015 $480,000.00 4.250 $60,000.00 $12,390.00 $72,390.00
February 15, 2016 $480,000.00 $11,115.00 $11,115.00
August 15, 2016 $420,000.00 4.300 $60,000.00 $11,115.00 $71,115.00
February 15, 2017 $420,000.00 $9,825.00 $9,825.00
August 15, 2017 $360,000.00 4.400 $60,000.00 $9,825.00 $69,825.00
February 15, 2018 $360,000.00 $8,505.00 $8,505.00
August 15, 2018 $300,000.00 4.500 $60,000.00 $8,505.00 $68,505.00
February 15, 2019 $300,000.00 $7,155.00 $7,155.00
August 15, 2019 $240,000.00 4.500 $60,000.00 $7,155.00 $67,155.00
February 15, 2020 $240,000.00 $5,775.00 $5,775.00
August 15, 2020 $180,000.00 4.700 $60,000.00 $5,775.00 $65,775.00
February 15, 2021 $180,000.00 $4,365.00 $4,365.00
August 15, 2021 $120,000.00 4.800 $60,000.00 $4,365.00 $64,365.00
February 15, 2022 $120,000.00 $2,925.00 $2,925.00
August 15, 2022 $60,000.00 4.850 $60,000.00 $2,925.00 $62,925.00
February 15, 2023 $60,000.00 $1,470.00 $1,470.00
August 15, 2023 $0.00 4.900 $60,000.00 $1,470.00 $61,470.00
    TOTAL $660,000.00 $184,260.00 $844,260.00
TOWN OF LINCOLN
WASTEWATER TREATMENT 2003 PROJECTS




$270,000 - 5 YEARS - Union Bank
Principal Balance Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment
Beginning Balance $270,000.00
February 1, 2015 $245,362.45 $24,637.55 $4,061.10 $28,698.65
August 1, 2015 $219,401.44 $25,961.01 $2,737.64 $28,698.65
February 1, 2016 $193,190.20 $26,211.24 $2,487.41 $28,698.65
August 1, 2016 $166,653.06 $26,537.14 $2,161.51 $28,698.65
February 1, 2017 $139,840.37 $26,812.69 $1,885.96 $28,698.65
August 1, 2017 $112,701.99 $27,138.38 $1,560.27 $28,698.65
February 1, 2018 $85,281.66 $27,420.33 $1,278.32 $28,698.65
August 1, 2018 $57,534.54 $27,747.12 $951.53 $28,698.65
February 1, 2019 $29,488.47 $28,046.07 $652.58 $28,698.65
August 1, 2019 $0.00 $29,488.47 $329.02 $29,817.49
    TOTAL $270,000.00 $18,105.34 $288,105.34
TOWN OF LINCOLN
2014 River Intake
$270,000 - 5 years - Union Bank
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Principal Balance Rate Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment
February 15, 2013 $1,099,600.00 2.00% $50,500.00 $14,730.91 $65,230.91
August 15, 2013 $1,049,100.00 2.00% $51,100.00 $18,571.00 $69,671.00
February 15, 2014 $998,000.00 2.00% $59,000.00 $18,060.00 $77,060.00
August 15, 2014 $939,000.00 3.00% $61,000.00 $17,470.00 $78,470.00
February 15, 2015 $878,000.00 4.00% $62,000.00 $16,555.00 $78,555.00
August 15, 2015 $816,000.00 3.00% $62,000.00 $15,315.00 $77,315.00
February 15, 2016 $754,000.00 4.00% $64,000.00 $14,385.00 $78,385.00
August 15, 2016 $690,000.00 3.00% $64,000.00 $13,105.00 $77,105.00
February 15, 2017 $626,000.00 4.00% $67,000.00 $12,145.00 $79,145.00
August 15, 2017 $559,000.00 4.00% $66,000.00 $10,805.00 $76,805.00
February 15, 2018 $493,000.00 5.00% $69,000.00 $9,485.00 $78,485.00
August 15, 2018 $424,000.00 3.00% $69,000.00 $7,760.00 $76,760.00
February 15, 2019 $355,000.00 4.00% $71,000.00 $6,725.00 $77,725.00
August 15, 2019 $284,000.00 2.00% $72,000.00 $5,305.00 $77,305.00
February 15, 2020 $212,000.00 4.00% $71,500.00 $4,585.00 $76,085.00
August 15, 2020 $140,500.00 4.00% $71,500.00 $3,155.00 $74,655.00
February 15, 2012 $69,000.00 5.00% $69,000.00 $1,725.00 $70,725.00








Principal Balance Rate Principal Payment Interest Payment Total Payment
February 15, 2013 $291,000.00 2.00% $11,500.00 $4,036.79 $15,536.79
August 15, 2013 $279,500.00 2.00% $12,000.00 $5,112.50 $17,112.50
February 15, 2014 $267,500.00 2.00% $14,000.00 $4,992.50 $18,992.50
August 15, 2014 $253,500.00 3.00% $14,000.00 $4,852.50 $18,852.50
February 15, 2015 $239,500.00 4.00% $15,000.00 $4,642.50 $19,642.50
August 15, 2015 $224,500.00 3.00% $14,000.00 $4,342.50 $18,342.50
February 15, 2016 $210,500.00 4.00% $14,000.00 $4,132.50 $18,132.50
August 15, 2016 $196,500.00 3.00% $15,000.00 $3,852.50 $18,852.50
February 15, 2017 $181,500.00 4.00% $16,000.00 $3,627.50 $19,627.50
August 15, 2017 $165,500.00 4.00% $15,000.00 $3,307.50 $18,307.50
February 15, 2018 $150,500.00 5.00% $16,000.00 $3,007.50 $19,007.50
August 15, 2018 $134,500.00 3.00% $16,000.00 $2,607.50 $18,607.50
February 15, 2019 $118,500.00 4.00% $16,000.00 $2,367.50 $18,367.50
August 15, 2019 $102,500.00 2.00% $17,000.00 $2,047.50 $19,047.50
February 15, 2020 $85,500.00 4.00% $17,000.00 $1,877.50 $18,877.50
August 15, 2020 $68,500.00 4.00% $17,000.00 $1,537.50 $18,537.50
February 15, 2021 $51,500.00 5.00% $18,000.00 $1,197.50 $19,197.50
August 15, 2021 $33,500.00 4.00% $18,000.00 $747.50 $18,747.50
February 15, 2022 $15,500.00 5.00% $15,500.00 $387.50 $15,887.50









Report from Your North Country Senator Jeff Woodburn 
Dear Constituent,
It is an honor to serve as your State Senator representing District 1, which includes 58-rural, northern
communities, encompassing 27 percent of the state’s landmass.  It is a region larger than two states and
17 foreign countries and containing fewer than twenty people per square mile.
The North Country, including the White Mountains region, has a uniquely different culture, landscape,
economy and history than the rest of the state.  It is my focus to ensure that State government under-
stands this and doesn’t forget us.  Our needs, challenges and opportunities are different.  At the top of
my priority list is stabilizing our fragile economy while improving the quality of life for our people.
First and foremost, this means advocating for policies and projects that expand business and entrepre-
neurial opportunities that will raise stagnant wages.  
We’ve made important bipartisan investments that disproportionately benefited our region in the previ-
ous session and I will fight efforts to repeal them.  I will support our continued efforts to expand access
to health care, reduce the burden of uncompensated care at local hospitals, invest in local road and
broadband infrastructure and build a budget that reflects the needs of rural areas. 
In the Senate, my goal has been to be practical and to work with everyone to get results for our region.
But voting is only a part of my work; in the tradition of my mentor, the late Executive Councilor Ray
Burton, I have been accessible and available to my constituents, holding town hall meetings, office
hours and tours for state leaders. I have tried when possible and appropriate to bend state government to
meet the needs of rural people and rural communities. 
I love being the voice for the North Country and am constantly inspired by our people and places that
make our beloved home so special. 




524 Faraway Road, Dalton, NH 03598
Jeff.Woodburn@leg.state.nh.us
603.271.3207
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Report from Your North Country Senator Jeff Woodburn 
 
Dear Constituent, 
It is an honor to serve as your State Senator representing District 1, which includes 58-rural, northern 
communities, encompassing 27 percent of the state’s landmass. It is a region larger than two states and 
17 foreign countries and containing fewer than twenty people per square mile. 
The North Country, including the White Mountains region, has a uniquely different culture, landscape, 
economy and history than the rest of the state. It is my focus to ensure that State government under-
stands this and doesn’t forget us. Our needs, challenges and opportunities are different. At the top of 
my priority list is stabilizing our fragile economy while improving the quality of life for all our people. 
First and foremost, this means advocating for policies and projects that expand business and entrepre-
neurial opportunities that will raise stagnant wages. I'm proud to have been the prime sponsor of the 
law that extends the same economic development opportunities available to all communities to our un-
incorporated towns. The so-called Balsams bill is an essential part of the redevelopment of the former 
grand resort in Dixville. 
We’ve made important bipartisan investments that disproportionately ben fited our region in the 
previous sessions and I will fight efforts to repeal them. I support our continued efforts to expand 
access to health care, reduce the burden of uncompensated care at local hospitals, invest in local road 
and broadband infrastructure and build a budget that reflects the needs of rural areas. 
In the Senate, my goal has been to be practical and to work with everyone to get results for our region. 
But voting is only a part of my work, I have been accessible and available to my constituents, holding 
town hall meetings, office hours and tours for state leaders. I have tried when possible and appropriate 
to bend state government to meet the needs of rural people and rural communities. Over the course of 
my time in office, I have assisted thousands of individuals with issues large and small. I consider it a 
great compliment when someone feels comfortable enough to contact me and trust that I will intercede 
on their behalf when they are in a time of need. 
I love being the voice for the North Country and am constantly inspired by our people and places that 
make our beloved home so special. 
Be in touch, if I can be of assistance to you or your community. 
Regards, 
Jeff Woodburn 
North Country Senator 








Linwood Ambulance Service Annual Report 2015Linwood Ambulance Service Annual Report 2015 
 
Linwood Ambulance Service responded to 644 calls for services, which is the same number of calls as 
2014.  We had a busy summer and successful tennis tournament which is the oldest running in the state.  
 
The tennis tournament is a vitally important fundraising event towards the purchase of a new ambulance. 
Our oldest ambulance (15 years old) is due to be replaced in the next year.  Recently we looked at 
several manufacture options, and the price increase over the last five years is shocking.  Nonetheless, 
our goal in the past has been to make this purchase without an increased cost to the tax payers.  Thank 
you for the continued support of your ambulance service.  At times, the ambulance members wish we 
weren’t so frugal.   
 
Linwood Ambulance Service continues to offer CPR classes the first Monday of each month, and 
classes for businesses at other times.  There is no question--CPR saves lives.  For the best chance of 
survival, the American Heart Association teaches five links: 
  
1. Recognize the problem and call 911.  
2. Perform quality CPR immediately (it’s okay just to push hard and fast without breaths).  
3. Use an AED within the first three to eight minutes of cardiac arrest. (There are more than 45 in the 
two towns.) 
4. Because you called 911, you will have an advanced life support medical team by your side in 
minutes (every Linwood Ambulance duty crew is at this level).  
5. Coordinated care with the hospital.  
 
You can see the first three links in this chain of survival are up to YOU!  Schedule a class today. 
 
The volunteer members of this department never cease to amaze me.  In New Hampshire, all emergency 
medical service workers have to be Nationally Registered.  The National Registry has requirements, the 
State has requirements, and the ambulance service has requirements.  Meeting all those standards is the 
easy part.  Then the members go on emergency calls. Sometimes those calls are heartbreaking 
sometimes very rewarding. They save and change lives!  Kudos to each and every member of Linwood 
Ambulance Service!   
 






























On behalf of our board of directors and members, thank you for your support! 
 
 
Chief Robert J Wetherell, NRP, I/C 
Linwood Ambulance Service 
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Ammonoosuc Community Health Services, Inc.
Town of Lincoln 2015AMMONOOSUC COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES, INC. 
Town of Lincoln 2015 
 
  
In 2015, ACHS celebrated 40 years of providing comprehensive primary preventive health care to 
anyone, regardless of their ability to pay. Support from the Town of Lincoln is extremely important in our 
continued efforts to provide affordable health care services to the 26 rural towns in our service area. Our sliding 
fee scale for payment of services provides a vehicle for uninsured and underinsured patients to get the health care 
they need in a timely manner. Keeping just one patient out of the ER could save taxpayers $1,000-$1,500 (average 
cost of an ER visit).  
Access to affordable dental and oral health care is difficult for many in the North Country who lack the 
means to pay for these services. Poor oral health can lead to many other serious health issues and often leads to 
costly hospital ER visits where the actual causes of the problem cannot be addressed. ACHS opened the first 
community oral health program in northern New Hampshire on the ACHS-Littleton campus in January of 2015. 
This program is available to all and we offer a sliding fee scale for payment to those who qualify. For more 
information about this program, please visit our website: www.ammonoosuc.org/services/dental. 
Services Provided 
• Primary Preventive Medical Care – Family Practice - Prenatal Care through Geriatrics 
• Prenatal Care - Childbirth Education, Nurse/Midwife Service and Newborn Care 
• Family Planning - Birth Control, STD and HIV Testing and Counseling 
• Breast & Cervical Cancer Screening Program 
• Behavioral Healthcare - Counseling 
• Dental & Oral Healthcare –The ACHS Dental & Oral Health Center opened full-time in January 2015 
• Pharmacy Services - In-house Pharmacy, Medication Management, Low-Cost Drug Program 
• Financial Services - Sliding Fee Scale for eligible patients 
ACHS Statistics (FY 2014-2015) 
• Number of Unduplicated Clients Served: Medical 9,353, dental 570, behavioral 477 
• Number of Visits: Medical 32,048, dental 1,233 (6 months), behavioral 3,142 
• Client/Payor Mix: 21.5%  Medicaid, 25.6% Medicare, 9.2%  Uninsured, 43.7% Insured 
• Value of free medications provided to our patients: $363,772 
• Value of discounted health care services provided to our patients: $1,058,283 total; Medical $273,438, Dental 
$125,840, Behavioral Health $18,920, Pharmacy $640,035 
Town of Lincoln Statistics 
• Total # of Patients – 92 
• Total # of Medicaid Patients – 15 
• Total # of Medicare Patients – 16 
• Total # of Self-Paying Patients – 4 




Edward D. Shanshala II, MSHSA, MSEd 
Chief Executive Officer 
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126 Main Street, North Woodstock, New Hampshire  03262 
P.O. Box 1017, Lincoln, New Hampshire  03251 
603-745-6621    info@lincolnwoodstock.com 
www.westernwhitemountains.com 
 
The past year has brought a number of exciting changes and growth for the chamber including 
tremendous success in our annual events, significant increases to our year-round marketing 
programs, and a streamlining of our promotional an operational messaging with the addition of a 
DBA to the chambers’ name.  
 
In 2010, the chamber embarked on a Branding Research Study, gathering survey data from over 
1,300 respondents during the spring, summer, and fall months. Among the valuable information we 
gathered from this survey, we found that when visiting the Lincoln-Woodstock area, the majority of 
survey respondents identified that they were visiting the “White Mountains.” Knowing the White 
Mountains covers a vast area, we began utilizing the term “Western White Mountains” in all of our 
marketing campaigns, and branded ourselves as “Lincoln-Woodstock-Franconia Notch, the 
Basecamp of the White Mountains;” offering visitors a high concentration of attractions and 
activities, year-round events, varied lodging and dining options, and ease of access from points north, 
south, east, and west. 
 
While our marketing message for the past five years has been “Western White Mountains,” our 
chamber’s name has remained the same. So in an effort to streamline our message, continue to serve 
our membership, grow our organization, and support our purpose and objectives, the membership of 
the Lincoln Woodstock Chamber of Commerce voted at its October 2015 Annual Meeting to add the 
DBA “Western White Mountains Chamber of Commerce” to its legal name. 
 
The success that the chamber saw in 2015 would not have been possible without the support of the 
businesses, citizens, and many volunteers from the town of Lincoln. Our relationship with the 
community is critical in fulfilling the chamber’s mission, marketing efforts, as well as with the 
annual planning and executing of special events that provide such a benefit to our entire destination. 
 
It is a pleasure to work with the town of Lincoln and we hope the chamber’s relationship with its 








CADY 2015 ANNUAL REPORT 
TOWN OF LINCOLN 
 
Communities for Alcohol- and Drug-free Youth would like to thank you for your support over the past 
year.  With the New Year unfolding, we are reminded of how grateful we are to have such strong 
community support from the Town of Lincoln.   
 
We know that everyone reading this message feels as strongly as we do that substance abuse is a serious 
and constant problem that calls for ongoing local action.  The challenges never end, nor does the work we 
do at CADY with implementing solutions to those very serious issues with our community partners.  The 
consequences of drug use are severe—it derails our kids from academics and other important life goals 
and puts them on high-risk pathways to other harm including addiction and death.  In NH, it is estimated 
that 400 people died from opiate and heroin overdoses in 2015—we cannot allow addiction to continue 
stealing the lives of our young people.  The most responsible, humane, and cost effective strategy is to 
stop these serious and tragic situations from occurring in the first place.  CADY is committed to 
protecting our youth by fighting drug abuse on the ground, where it begins, in our communities.  CADY’s 
work promotes the vital relationships and connections youth need to grow and thrive and the information 
and tools our communities need to prevent the harms of substance abuse.  
 
In the midst of continuing challenges, 2015 was a year of progress for CADY.  Significant and 
noteworthy accomplishments from last year include the receipt of two statewide awards:  the “2015 
Youth-In-Action award from the NH New Futures Policy Organization and the 2015 Non-Profit 
Champion of the Year Award from the Partnership for a Drug-Free New Hampshire.  We share that honor 
with our community partners as our important work could not move forward without our significant 
collaborations.   In 2015 we partnered with the Central NH Regional Public Health Network to implement 
a systems-change initiative called the Substance Use Disorders Continuum of Care.  The Continuum of 
Care is a robust and accessible, effective and well-coordinated full spectrum of substance misuse 
prevention, intervention, treatment and recovery supports that are integrated with primary health care and 
behavioral health, and aligns with state efforts to establish whole-person centered, and community-owned 
systems of care.  
 
Our unique Alex’s Story collaborative educational project with Plymouth State University TIGER 
Program is helping kids to make better choices statewide.  To see details on this exciting project and local 
youth participating in skill-building activities as part of our acclaimed LAUNCH Youth Entrepreneurship 
Program and Youth Advisory and Advocacy Council (YAAC), please go to our website at 
www.cadyinc.org.  Our youth leadership programs are proven effective at developing goal setting, strong 
leadership skills, healthy choices, and life success.  While we are very proud of the accomplishments of 
our youth leaders, we also know that sometimes good kids make bad choices. For confidentiality reasons, 
we cannot show you the faces of the youth who have transformed their lives as a result of our state-
accredited Restorative Justice Program, but please know that this vital juvenile court diversion program 
continues to give high-risk youth from our local communities and Lincoln a second chance to make 
restitution to the victims of juvenile crime and turn their lives around. 
 
While we are grateful for our many successes, we have ongoing challenges to preventing and reducing 
substance misuse.   We know that many worthwhile causes turn to you for support, and we thank you for 
supporting these important services.  We are grateful and inspired by your ongoing commitment to our 









2015 Annual Report for Town of Lincoln 
 
North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency provides quality home health care that includes 
nursing, rehabilitation, hospice, social services and homemakers, companion and respite care 
programs in 21 towns of Grafton and Coos County. This past year in Lincoln we provided 
services to 54 clients, 5 of which were Hospice patients, and provided 809  visits in the town. We 
are committed to our community in that we provide many community health clinics and screenings such 
as free blood pressure, blood sugar, and health education programs as well as immunization, foot care, 
and wound care clinics. North Country Home Health and Hospice also provides Tele-health 
monitoring to our clients at no cost. These monitors are placed in the client’s home to collect 
data such as blood pressure and other vital signs which are transmitted via the client’s telephone 
lie to our office. This allows for daily monitoring of our clients for improved outcomes. 
 
Our Hospice program provides a comprehensive and holistic approach to end of life care that includes a 
skilled, multidisciplinary team of caregivers and volunteers. Hospice includes medications for 
symptom relief, medical supplies and equipment, short term hospitalization and in-patient respite 
care, counseling and pastoral support.  Hospice volunteers provide valuable support to those 
living with a life-limiting illness.  Our Compassionate Care program provides skilled care, at no 
cost, to those who are not eligible for traditional hospice services.   
 
North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency and our Board of Directors are extremely 
grateful to the Town of Lincoln for its support of our agency. This allows us to fulfill our 
mission to provide services to all individuals regardless of their ability to pay. Home Health Care 
is critical to serving the growing health care needs of this community. Our skilled clinical team is 
able to monitor health problems and provide disease management within the home setting that 
helps prevent more costly health care such as hospitalization and long term institutional care. 
North Country Home Health & Hospice Agency is committed to provide services in Lincoln to 
support clients and their families to remain in the comfort of one’s home in a safe and supportive 













If you own real estate lots that were involuntarily merged by 
municipal action, you may be able to have those lots restored to 
their pre-merger status. 
 
Your property may qualify if two or more lots were merged for zoning, 
assessing, or taxation purposes and the merger occurred: 
 
 During your ownership, without your consent; or 
 Prior to your ownership, if no previous owner consented to the merger. 
 
To restore your property to pre-merger status, you must: 
 
 Make a request to the local governing body 




 Your properties will once again become separate lots; however, they 





This notice must be: 
 Posted continuously in a public place from January 1, 2012 until December 31, 
2016, and 
 Published in the 2011 through 2015 Annual Report. 
 



















































Community Contact Town of Lincoln 
 Alfred Burbank, Town Manager 
 PO Box 25 
 Lincoln, NH  03251 
  
Telephone (603) 745-2757 
Fax (603) 745-6743 
E-mail townmanager@lincolnnh.org 
Web Site www.lincolnnh.org 
  
Municipal Office Hours Monday through Friday, 8 am - 4:30 pm 
  
County Grafton 
Labor Market Area Plymouth, NH LMA 
Tourism Region White Mountains 
Planning Commission North Country Council 
Regional Development Grafton County Economic Development Council 
  
Election Districts  
 US Congress District 2 
 Executive Council District 1 
 State Senate District 1 





Origin: Long before Abraham Lincoln's birth, this town was named in 1764 for Henry Clinton, ninth 
Earl of Lincoln, a cousin to the Wentworths. He held the position of Comptroller of Customs for the 
port of London under George II and George III, which was important to trade between America and 
England. In 1772, on claim of forfeiture by Sir Francis Bernard and others, a regrant was issued. 
However, a court decision in the case of Landaff and Dartmouth College that such forfeiture was 
illegal returned ownership to the original grant recipients. A portion of Lincoln, known as Pullman, 
was one of the earliest lumber towns. Lincoln is second-largest town in land area; only Pittsburg is 
larger. 
 
Villages and Place Names:  North Lincoln, Stillwater 
 
Population, Year of the First Census Taken:   22 residents in 1790 
 
Population Trends: Population change for Lincoln totaled 81 over 54 years, from 1,228 in 
1960 to 1,309 in 2014. The largest decennial percent change was a 31 percent increase 
between 2000 and 2010. The 2014 Census estimate for Lincoln was 1,309 residents, 
which ranked 170th among New Hampshire's incorporated cities and towns.  
 
Population Density and Land Area, 2014 (US Census Bureau): 10.0 persons per square 
mile of land area. Lincoln contains 130.8 square miles of land area and 0.2 square miles of 
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Tourism Region White Mountains 
Planning Commission North Country Council 
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 US Congress District 2 
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Origin: Long before Abraham Lincoln's birth, this town was named in 1764 for Henry Clinton, ninth 
Earl of Lincoln, a cousin to the Wentworths. He held the position of Comptroller of Customs for the 
port of London under George II and George III, which was important to trade between America and 
England. In 1772, on claim of forfeiture by Sir Francis Bernard and others, a regrant was issued. 
However, a court decision in the case of Landaff and Dartmouth College that such forfeiture was 
illegal returned ownership to the original grant recipients. A portion of Lincoln, known as Pullman, 
was one of the earliest lumber towns. Lincoln is second-largest town in land area; only Pittsburg is 
larger. 
 
Villages and Place Names:  North Lincoln, Stillwater 
 
Population, Year of the First Census Taken:   22 residents in 1790 
 
Population Trends: Population change for Lincoln totaled 81 over 54 years, from 1,228 in 
1960 to 1,309 in 2014. The largest decennial percent change was a 31 percent increase 
between 2000 and 2010. The 2014 Census estimate for Lincoln was 1,309 residents, 
which ranked 170th among New Hampshire's incorporated cities and towns.  
 
Population Density and Land Area, 2014 (US Census Bureau): 10.0 persons per square 
mile of land area. Lincoln contains 130.8 square miles of land area and 0.2 square miles of 
inland water area. 
 




Type of Government Town Manager 
Budget: Municipal Appropriations, 2015 $6,416,428 
Budget: School Appropriations, 2015-2016 $7,629,163 
Zoning Ordinance 1986/13 
Master Plan 2003 
Capital Improvement Plan Yes 
Industrial Plans Reviewed By Planning Board 
 
Boards and Commissions 
Elected: Selectmen; Library; Cemetery; Trust Funds; Budget 
Appointed: Planning; Zoning 
 
Public Library Lincoln Public 
 
EMERGENCY SERVICES 
Police Department Full-time 
Fire Department Volunteer 
Emergency Medical Service Private 
 
Nearest Hospital(s) Distance Staffed Beds 
Speare Memorial, Plymouth 23 miles  25 
Littleton Regional, Littleton 28 miles  25 
Cottage Hospital, Woodsville 26 miles  25 
 
UTILITIES 
Electric Supplier NH Electric Coop 
Natural Gas Supplier None 
Water Supplier Municipal 
 
Sanitation Municipal 
Municipal Wastewater Treatment Plant Yes 
Solid Waste Disposal 
Curbside Trash Pickup None 
Pay-As-You-Throw Program No 
Recycling Program Mandatory 
 
Telephone Company Fairpoint 
Cellular Telephone Access Yes 
Cable Television Access Yes 
Public Access Television Station Yes 
High Speed Internet Service: Business Yes 
 Residential Yes 
 
PROPERTY TAXES (NH Dept. of Revenue Administration) 
2014 Total Tax Rate (per $1000 of value) $13.80 
2014 Equalization Ratio  91.6 
2014 Full Value Tax Rate (per $1000 of value) $12.85 
 
2014 Percent of Local Assessed Valuation by Property Type 
 Residential Land and Buildings 82.7% 
 Commercial Land and Buildings 14.2% 
 Public Utilities, Current Use, and Other 3.2% 
 
HOUSING (ACS 2010-2014) 
Total Housing Units 2,969 
  
Single-Family Units, Detached or Attached 2,028 
Units in Multiple-Family Structures: 
Two to Four Units in Structure  362 
 Five or More Units in Structure   430 




DEMOGRAPHICS  (US Census Bureau) 
Total Population Community County 
2014 1,309 89,360 
2010 1,662 89,118 
2000 1,271 81,826 
1990 1,230 74,998 
1980 1,313 65,806 
1970 1,341 54,914 
 
Demographics, American Community Survey (ACS) 2010-2014 
Population by Gender 
Male  765 Female  544 
 
Population by Age Group 
Under age 5   63 
Age 5 to 19  262 
Age 20 to 34  172 
Age 35 to 54  299 
Age 55 to 64  254 
Age 65 and over  259 
Median Age  49.0 years 
 
Educational Attainment, population 25 years and over 
High school graduate or higher  88.2% 
Bachelor's degree or higher  14.8% 
 
INCOME, INFLATION ADJUSTED $ (ACS 2010-2014) 
Per capita income $25,528 
Median family income $48,594 
Median household income $41,548 
  
Median Earnings, full-time, year-round workers 
 Male $30,781 
 Female $32,750 
 
Individuals below the poverty level 20.0% 
 
LABOR FORCE   (NHES – ELMI) 
Annual Average 2004 2014 
 Civilian labor force  749  651 
 Employed  720  619 
 Unemployed   29   32 
 Unemployment rate  3.9%  4.9% 
 
EMPLOYMENT & WAGES (NHES – ELMI) 
Annual Average Covered Employment 2004 2014 
Goods Producing Industries 
 Average Employment n n 
 Average Weekly Wage n n 
 
Service Providing Industries 
 Average Employment n n 
 Average Weekly Wage n n 
 
Total Private Industry 
 Average Employment 2,131 1,758 
 Average Weekly Wage $ 391 $ 519 
 
Government (Federal, State, and Local) 
 Average Employment  130  154 
 Average Weekly Wage $ 637 $ 733 
 
Total, Private Industry plus Government 
 Average Employment 2,261 1,912 
 Average Weekly Wage $ 405 $ 536 
 If “n” appears, data do not meet disclosure standards. 
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EDUCATION AND CHILD CARE 
Schools students attend: Grades K-12 are part of Lincoln-Woodstock Cooperative (Lincoln, Woodstock) District: SAU 68 
Career Technology Center(s): Hugh J. Gallen Career & Technical Center; White Mountains RHS  Region:   3 
 
Educational Facilities (includes Charter Schools) Elementary Middle/Junior High High School Private/Parochial 
Number of Schools 1 1 1  
Grade Levels  K 1-5 6-8 9-12  
Total Enrollment  137   77  106  
 
Nearest Community College:  Lakes Region 
Nearest Colleges or Universities:  Plymouth State University 
 
2015 NH Licensed Child Care Facilities (DHHS-Bureau of Child Care Licensing) Total Facilities:  3 Total Capacity:    83 
 
LARGEST BUSINESSES PRODUCT/SERVICE EMPLOYEES ESTABLISHED 
FCI-Burndy Corporation Electrical connectors  216 1975 
Inn Season Resort Lodging  150 2003 
Beacon Inc. Hotel, restaurant  100 1970 
Loon Mountain Recreation Corporation Ski, recreation area   86 1965 
Lin-Wood School District Education   78 1962 
Lincoln Condo Associates Condo management   60 1986 
Town of Lincoln Municipal services   32 1764 
Indian Head Motel & Resort Hotel, restaurant, recreation      1962 
    
    
Employer Information Supplied by Municipality 
 
TRANSPORTATION (distances estimated from city/town hall) 
Road Access US Routes 3 
 State Routes 112 
Nearest Interstate, Exit I-93, Exit 32, 33 or 34A 
 Distance Local access 
 
Railroad State owned line 
Public Transportation No 
 
Nearest Public Use Airport, General Aviation  
 Franconia Airport Runway 2,305 ft. turf 
 Lighted? No  Navigation Aids? No 
 
Nearest Airport with Scheduled Service  
 Lebanon Municipal Distance 66 miles 
 Number of Passenger Airlines Serving Airport 1 
 
Driving distance to select cities: 
Manchester, NH  81 miles 
Portland, Maine 97 miles 
Boston, Mass.  131 miles 
New York City, NY  336 miles 
Montreal, Quebec 191 miles 
 
COMMUTING TO WORK  (ACS 2010-2014) 
Workers 16 years and over 
Drove alone, car/truck/van 72.0% 
Carpooled, car/truck/van 3.9% 
Public transportation  0.0% 
Walked 12.8% 
Other means 5.2% 
Worked at home 6.0% 
Mean Travel Time to Work 15.2 minutes 
 
Percent of Working Residents:  ACS 2010-2014 
 Working in community of residence 67.6 
 Commuting to another NH community 29.5 
 Commuting out-of-state 2.9 
RECREATION, ATTRACTIONS, AND EVENTS 
 Municipal Parks 
 YMCA/YWCA 
 Boys Club/Girls Club 
 Golf Courses 
X Swimming: Indoor Facility 
X Swimming: Outdoor Facility 
X Tennis Courts: Indoor Facility 
X Tennis Courts: Outdoor Facility 
 Ice Skating Rink: Indoor Facility 
 Bowling Facilities 
X Museums 
X Cinemas 
X Performing Arts Facilities 
X Tourist Attractions 
X Youth Organizations (i.e., Scouts, 4-H) 
X Youth Sports: Baseball 
X Youth Sports: Soccer 
 Youth Sports: Football 
X Youth Sports: Basketball 




X Snowmobile Trails 
X Bicycle Trails 
X Cross Country Skiing 
X Beach or Waterfront Recreation Area 
X Overnight or Day Camps 
 
 Nearest Ski Area(s):  Loon Mountain, Kanc Recreation 
 
















                                       
NH POISON CONTROL CENTER    1-800-562-8236
Selectmen & Admin. Asst...............townhall@lincolnnh.org............................... 745-2757 
Town Manager................................townmanager@lincolnnh.org ...................... 745-2757
Fax Number………...............……………………………................................... 745-6743
Town Clerk /Tax Collector..............townclerk@lincolnnh.org   .. ......................... 745-8971
Planning/Zoning Department..........planning@lincolnnh.org............................... 745-8527
Communications Center (Dispatch)...................................................................... 745-2238
Police Dept. (Business Line)...........tpsmith@roadrunner.com ............................ 745-2238
Police Dept. Admin. Asst................aaromprey@lincolnnhpd.org ....................... 745-2238
Police Department Fax No………………………................................................ 745-8694
Fire Department (Business Line)……………...................................................... 745-2344
Solid Waste Facility………....... …lwsolidwaste@lincolnnh.org........................ 745-6626
Public Works Garage……….….....publicworks@lincolnnh.org ….................... 745-6250
Water Treatment Plant………………………………………….......................... 745-9306
Wastewater Treatment Plant…………………………………............................. 745-3829
Lincoln Public Library............... ...library@lincolnnh.org .................................. 745-8159
Recreation Director’s Office..........recreation@lincolnnh.org ............................. 745-8673
Kancamagus Recreation Area……....................................................................... 745-2831
Community Ctr./Food Pantry........communitycenter@lincolnnh.org................... 745-8958
Senior Center……………………………………………………........................ 745-4705
HOURS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Town Manager & Selectmen’s Office…...Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Planning & Zoning Office….……………Mon. - Fri.  8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Town Clerk/Tax Collector……………….Mon. - Fri.  8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Solid Waste Facility……………………...Every day but Wed. 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Recreation Department…………………..Mon. - Thurs.    8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Lincoln Public Library…………………...Mon. - Fri. 12:00 pm - 8:00 p.m. 
                                                                    Saturday 10:00 a.m. -2:00p.m.
www.LincolnNH.org
The Town of Lincoln wishes to thank Ivan Strickon for his photographic expertise in contributing the majority 
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